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We have them.

BOND ISSUES:

Folding
Drafting
Table

Battle of the Bricks, pt.3

For the versatility
and professional
performance that
you demand, this
unique fold-away
table comes
through.
At METRO...
where else!

Wrecking ball in hand, the
owner of the brick building at
507 Fore Street, will approach
the zoning board of appeals tonight, Oct. 27.
The building, which was
pictured on the cover of the
August 25 issue of Casco Bay
Weekly, was due to be demolished last summer but was
given a stay of execution by an
eleventh-hour preservation act
passed by the Portland City
Council.
.
The Fineberg Company of
Boston wants to knock over the
heap of bricks that it bought in
1986. It owns the adjacent lots
and would like to develop them
as a group.
Portland Landmarks thinks
the 1866 building, known as

$139.95

"Garrison
Keillor
Live!"

the Tracy-Causer Block, is historic and salvageable.
Because the building is eligible for the National Register
of Historic Buildings, the owner
must prove either thatit is structurally unsound and unsal,vageable, or that hardship will
result from a denied demolition permit.
Fineberg Co. attorney Gary
Vogel says he'll be trying to
prove both things. And if he
fails, there's already a suit filed
in Cumberland County Superior Court, challenging the historic building ordinance.
"It should be a very exciting,
very heated meeting," predicted Landmarks' Martha
DePrez. Both sides are armed
with lawyers and engineers.
-Hannah Holmes

Portland City Hall Auditorium
Monday, November 14, 7:30 p.m.
$20.00, $17.00 and $14.00
Tickets on sale now
Payson Smith Hall, Room 128
Falmouth Street, Portland
Weekdays 8 a.m.-8 p.m.
For VISA or MasterCard charges or ore
_ ...~~:t~[)n call: (207) 874-6500 (8:00 a.m.-

The Good Table Restaurant
Rt. 77 • Cape Elizabeth • 799~GOOP" tues-sun

'88:

Tanous,
Ghostbuster

plan of expansion which fits
onto the current airport property, and the purchase of an
additional 60 acres of land for
parking, airport businesses,and
a new access road. The land lies
between the airport access road,
Westbrook Street, and Congress Street.
The city council hasn't decided yet which ideas to go
forward with. But Jetport
Manager Richard Valentine
says the money should be there
in case the council agrees to
buy the land. The bond issue
says the money would be for
"land acquisition and/or improvements to the Portland
International Jetport."

Who is paying?
The committee says the $3.2
million will be repaid by airport industries and that the
Federal Aviation Administration. The FAA will pay for parts
of the expansion, but not for a
parking lot. Airlines hold leases
that would have to be renegotiated before very much expansion could be bought.
Valentine says the aim is to
keep the scale of the expansion
in line with airport income, so
that it will not become a "fish
pier," supported by taxes. The
general plan is to enlarge and
curve the terminal, add parking, and increase the number of
gates from 7 to 19.
- Hannah Holmes

BBQ Ribs, Mixed Grill
and Cambridge Steak Tips

.,I

Alex

Flying by night, a $3.2 million bond issue has landed silently on the Nov. 8 ballot. If
approved, this lone local bond
issue will propel a major expansion of the Portland International Jetport.
"This smells like a fish pier,"
saysCyrusHagge,aStroudwater resident whose neighborhood would be impacted by
the plan. "The city has a terrible
record
in real estate
development."He says a big
decision is being slipped past
voters by city hall.
What is the decision?
A committee of airport businesspeople, dtycoundlors, and
other folks have settled on a

The secret's in the sauc-e

I

~

Stealth plane on Portland Ballot?

PSSST••.

If Portland Rep. Harriet
Ketover gets too worried about
the election - if it's really an
emergency - she can call 911.
ButherSouthPortland,Cape
Elizabeth, Falmouth, Gorham
and Westbrook colleagues have
to dial seven numbers to get
police, seven different numbers
to get fire, and seven other
numbers for ambulance service.
Ketover, District 30 Representative to Maine Legislature,
says she's struggled for five
years to get 911 on everybody's
telephone.
Now a request for
f
funding
is
on the November
--ballot, but she says nobody
knows what it's all about, and
it stands to be overlooked.
Casco Bay Weekly
Only seventeen towns in
No; this is not Dan Quayle. This is'Sam LeBlonde, grandson ofVlce President George Bush,
Maine have 911. The $13 mil- Thursday
peeking warily from behind a bulletproof podium at the hundreds of unl1Jly protestors who
October 27, 1988
lion plan would establish a
turned out for his grandfather's campaign speech at Portland City Hall on Monday.
Volume One, Number 22
state-wide, computerized 911
24 page.
system by July 1993. Part of the
CAMPAIGN
plan is for every phone number
to translate, on a computer
screen, into an address. Emergency people could then reTALK
spond to calls made by kids
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for
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The mudslinging report
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Creator and host of "A Prairie Home Companion"
produced by Minnesota Public Radio and heard
on American Public Radio

273 Congress Sf- Portland, ME

911 plus six

TRACy-CAUSER BLOCK REVISITED

Hot Tuna
breakfast
Cumberland County Jail
inmates got a plate of Hot Tuna
for breakfast at 2 a.m. last Friday.
After playing to a packed
house at Raoul's Roadside Attraction Thursday night, Jorma
Kaukonen and Jack Cassidy
headed down to the Big House
in the wee hours to dish out a
third helping to some less fortunate fans.
Kaukonen and Cassidy, also

founders of Jefferson Airplane,
started Hot Tuna in 1969, stirring in boogie fiddle player
Papa John Creach and harmon icist Will Scarlett for a bluesjazz-folk-rock casserole.
"We feel a commitment to
play benefits such as these to
show our appreciation to our
fans whose situations and
circumstances don't allow for
much live music," said
Kaukonen. "There, but for fortune, go you and I."
cq inmates usually have
cereal and fruit on Friday mornings.
- John C. Ferris

Tax Cap,
Take Two
The Portland Taxpayers
Association hopes to meet you
on Election Day and get your
signature on a petition. The
Association, a diverse group
that fights rising taxes, is going
to do its best to get a tax cap on
the ballot for Portland's municipal elections in May.
When Councilor Ron Dorler
proposed this same cap last
month, it was beheaded by the
city council.

'"l!

Republicans
rally in rain

Democrats
angry at ads

- Hannah Holmes

Incumbents
don't fly
the red-eye

As Bush spoke, Democratic
pavement-pounders passed
Portland High School stu- out leaflets attacking Bush for
Two debates, scheduled for
dents were not the only people GOP ads attacking Dukakis.
20 and 21, were scratched
Oct.
Bush failed to enchant. Dem- State Democratic chair Rick
when
Maine's incumbent Cononstrators with enormous Barton described the GOP asgresspeople
failed to fly home
lungs made up one-third to one- sertions as inflammatory and
from
Washington
in time.
half of the crowd. National malicious untruths. The RepubBrennan's
absence
was
taken
News Moguls said it was the lican ads claim that Dukakis
O'Meara
camin
stride
by
the
most heckling Bush has faced would raise taxes and appoint
paign.
in months.
Jesse Jackson as Secretary of
But Ken Hayes, challenging
But neither the heckling nor State.
second district congresswoman
the rain dampened the spirits
Jackson, meanwhile, was
of the Maine Republicans ral- landing in Bangor en routeto a Olympia Snowe, took advanlied around Bush. "Victory is in foreign land - right here in tage of the free, solo TV time to
the air," yelled Governor Jock Maine. On Indian Island, he blast Snowe for her "disdain
McKernan. U.S. Rep. Olympia addressed Jay paperworkers and arrogance."
Neither debate has been reSnowe grinned. U.S. Sen. Bill and Penobscot Indians, atCohen smiled broadly. Port- tempting to throw his support- scheduled.
- Hannah Holmes

Starcade
in limbo
The future of Starcade is at
the mercy of City Clerk Jane
Durgin. She says she'll decide
by early November whether to
pull its license to shoot asteroids and chew up Pacpeople.
Neighbors to the Congress
Street video arcade have protested that Starcade patrons
scare and generally disgust customers of shops like Material
Objects and Len Libby candy
store.

With all these politicians
in town... who needs
News of the Weird?

C•• co B.y W_kly is a paper
for people living in or concerned
about the cities and lowns of the
Portland area, It is published by
Mogul Media. Inc. from posh
corporate headquarters at
187 Clark Slreet, Portland
Maine 04102.
•
Send us your evenl listings.
your angry letters and especially
your advertisements! We need
to receive all that kind of stuff by
the end of the Thursday prior to
the issue in which you want it
to appear.

775-6601

.
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GiwAT
RESTAURANTS!
GREATVALUE!
by Robert St . .John

A

CONVERSATION WITH

Pam Martin

Introducing Portland
Dine Around, Maine's
only complete, comprehensive dining club.
Tired of the "same old
place"? Join Portland
Dine Around, dine at
these fine restaurants in
the Greater Portland
area, and receive your
second entree free:

The
Portland parking
blues

Raphael's
Portland

F. Parker Reidy's
Portland

Christopher's
Portland

Gorham Station
Gorham

Ocean Farms
Freeport

J.R Flanagan's
Saco

The Silver Shell
(Sheraton) , s. Portland
The Rib Room (Sonesta)
Portland'

The Shawmut Inn
Kennebunkport

John Martin's Manor

s. Portland

Boone's
Portland'

The Olde House
Raymond'

Dos Locos
Portland

Peking Garden

s. Portland

Harbor House
Wells

The Galley Restaurant
Falmouth

The W onderBar
Restaurant
Biddeford

Horsefeathers
at the Crossing
Pam Martin checks the mirror for passing cameras.

N. Wmdham

Rockaway Carriage
Restaurant

Gray

Pam Martin grew up in
Aroostook County, but pick.
ing potatoes wasn't for her.
Two days after high school
graduation, she hit the road
for Florida, CalHornia, Kentucky, and Indianapolis where she learned how to
drive an eighteen-wheeler.
Now her road has lead her
back to Maine. She's driving a
tractor-trailer for Hutchins'
Trucking Company of Portland, and looking across a
horizon she thought she'd
never see again.
What was Presque Isle like?
It was the end of the earth. I
grew up believing· that - seriously.
what was it like growing up
in Aroostook County?
I started picking potatoes
when I was seven years old.
They let out school for three
weeks, and all the money we
made, we had to use for winter
clothes, helping with the boots
and such.
When I started out, I'd get
maybe one, two barrels in a
day. 'Course I was only seven
years old. By the end I was
probably picking 50 or 60 bar-

The Inn at Goose Rocks

rels a day. I was not one of your a senior accountant. I was get- I'm getting the same paycheck.
Kennebunkport
speed demons, when it comes ting itchy sitting in the office I don't have one. There's no
to potatoes.
though, and I had to drive by such thing in this job. Every
Portland Dine Around
the truck stop everyday to go to night we get a call from the
Members Enjoy:
Why did you leave Maine af- work. I decided to go back on dispatcher. They give us a list
ter high school?
the road three years ago I've of what's available for routes
-Their own personalized
been
driving
steady
since.
membership
card.
and
we
get
to
for
the
next
day,
It's coming on that time of
Access
to
a
24 hour
choose.
They
go
by
seniority,
year when I remember why I
what do you mean when you and I'm far down on the list of Restaurant Hotline.
left.
.
say you get itchy to be on the drivers 'cause I've only been
-Choice of regular menu
road?
at
each participating
there
a
year.
I
get
a
lot
of
the
When did you start driving
restaurant.
but
I
have
to
do
it.
dirty
work,
an 18 wheeler? .
If you don't feel it you can't
- Membership's valid
understand
it.
I went to truck school in Indiuntil November 1989.
You must be a pretty indeanapolis in '79. I drove for a What's a typical day like on pendent person?
- A $300 value for $25.
year, doing the Kentucky-L.A.
PORTLAND
I have to be. I've been marrun once a week. My husband the job?
and I would do the run together,
An average day is 12 hours, ried twice. I think driving a
taking turns driving, the other sometimes more, sometimes truck has made me more indeone sleeping in the bunk. We'd less. We are only legally al- pendent.
Call Portland Dine
get to L.A. in 36 hours, and turn lowed to work 15 hours, 10 of it
Around
What's
your
C.B.
handle?
at 775-4711.
around and go back to Ken- on the road, and five what we
tucky. I did that once a week for call"on-duty, not driving." We
A member of the Greater Portland
It's "Snowbird," but I don't
Chamber of Commerce.
a year.
mostly deliver groceries for talk on theC.B. anymore unless
"These restaurants have a maximum
cash discoun per entree.
Shop-n-Saves throughout New I have to. I got tired of "Hey
You must have gotten tired of England. I go all over New baby, why don't you pullover."
••••••••••••••••
living like that?
England, depending on the I'm on the road to earn a living
To join, simply send a
for me and my son and that's
Yeah, it really took its toll after route I get.
check for $25 to:
the bottom line.
a while. My boy had been stayPortland
Dine Around,
ingwithmyparentsandIbarely Did anyone ever tell you that
Box
15233,
Portland, ME
Do you like driving a truck
saw him. He was always wait- trucking ain't for women?
04101.
ing for my truck to come rolling
Oh yeah, I've heard it before. everyday?
Name
down the road. Finally, it got so I just shrug my shoulders and
Yeah, but I've settled down a
Ad&es-s----~----bad I quit.
say, "Well, you're probably lot. I guess it comes with age.
City
right," and go on. This is one You don't have to be crazy to be
State-_--_-~-;:;Z:-ip------ObviOUSly, you didn't quit for profession that women can get in this job but it sure does help.
good.
Visa/MC#
:
the same pay as men. I feel that
• -Exp. Date
•
I stayed off the road for five ifI' m here, I should do the same
•• Business Inquiries invited. ••
'Y"ork
that
the
guys
do,
because
Robert
St.
John
is
a
USM
student
years. My boy got bigger, and
studying at Salt magazine in Ken· •
•
understood better. I was worknebunkport.
•
CBW 10-27 •
ing for the State of Kentucky as
••••••••••••••••••

and tempers short. That's when the fainthearted move to
Woodfords or Gray. But not I, tough woman of the '80s.
If the tickets don't get you, (and remember we are complaining about the neighborhoods here, not the downtown),
the vandals and the Keystone cops will surely have you ·
thinking about renting a V-Haul. My own experience revolves
around a 10-year-old car, parked on the street, sticker prominently displayed. It was broken into five times last summer,
the radio was stolen only once, though, and eventually, on my
birthday, the whole car was stolen.
During the five break-ins, the protectors of peace-andparking never once visited me. Too busy ticketing, I supposed. When the entire car was stolen, they came, they saw,
they left. They blamed me for parking on the street. They
blamed me for not locking my doors, although when I did
lock my doors they blamed me for inviting broken windows.
In any case, the nightmare was unfolding, true Hollywood
style, when an officer of the law informed me that they had
gotten a tip as to who stole my car. It was a juvenile offender,
known to the police. So what happened next rivals anything
About a year and a half ago I saw a movie so scary people
George Romero could come up with. They, the protectors of
were actually running from the theater in fright. "The Fly"
the peace, did nothing.
did me in, too, but I stayed in my seat, holding my own. There
They never visited the suspect's house. The day shift never
is a real life drama just as horrifying as that film. Some who
told the night shift what was going on. The response of the
see it flee in terror, and some fools like me stick around.
sergeant in charge was, "Maybe they were sleeping in class."
Perhaps you have been called to playa role in this drama, the And when my car was eventually found by the Scarborough
one revolving around cars, tickets and vandalism. I think it is Police Department, our boys in blue forgot about dusting for
titled "Nightmare on Middle Street, the Never-Ending Story." prints until I mentioned it. Then a lieutenant said, "Oh, what
I wonder what calculating mind thought up the one-houra good idea." Three days later the police showed up at the
only rule for neighborhoods. Merchants need one hour for
yard near Higgins Beach.
turnover, the offices need it likewise, but tell me sir, or maChannel 8 filmed this entire episode. Included in that video
dame, (and believe me, Councilor Plumb has offered me
is the famous scene of the tow truck operator telling me (I'm
many excuses but no solutions), why should someone who
the victim, remember?) that I must pay him $75 for the tow or
lives on Neal Street, or Brackett Street, Clark, Pine or Carleton he will have me arrested for theft of services.
have to move their cars around all day to avoid the invasion
I went.to Houston to look for work.
of the pinkies?
Six months and a new car later, I am still getting ticketed, in
When the council voted to sell (yes, sell, not give) residents
spite of new $50, $30, $15 sticker. I am still driving to the
parking stickers, the first year cost $10. The second year
chamber of horrors on Middle Street. But now my new car
casted $50. The third year, which began in the middle of the
sleeps in a private lot at night for $25 per month. Safe and
second, was $30, but was not pro-rated. I wound up paying
sound? Wrong. Last week my windows were smashed while
$50 for a six-month sticker that was supposed to be a $30-for- the vandals were trying to get the radio. They couldn't get the
a-12-month sticker, and therefore should have cost $15!!!
radio out, so they stole the knobs. The police sent no one to
Scary? You bet. But not as scary as my life will be after this
investigate, but did chew me out for locking my doors.
piece is published.
They are right. I should have known ~tter. It's all my fault
Now, sticker, in the middle of the back window, I still get
and I'm changing my ways. I know the new chief is right
ticketed because the ticketeers either cannot see the stickers or about leaving valuables in plain sight. I will cover my dirty
refuse to see the stickers. I drive to Middle Street where the
tissues, maps and pens from now on. I will repent. Just after I
horror originates and try to get things taken care of. Well,
see about this ticket.
sometimes it works and sometimes it doesn't. Lines are long
Bonnla Moo.... a Portland writer, hopes and prays that the Portland Police
Cambridge Systematics has unveUed its grand, $90,000
parking plan for Portland
One problem the consultants found is the high percentage of private parking in Portland Cambridge Systematics
reported that 30 to 40 percent is the norm for private
spaces in a city. In Portland, businesses control 75 per·
cent of the spaces.
.
Next problem: 7,100 more cars will be Circling downtown looking for a landing spot by 1995. This introduces
traffic tie-ups, on top of the parking problems. The consultants recommend that more meters be installed, overparking fines be doubled, and lots be re-striped for
smaller cars.
The new plan also includes a Parking Manager - some
poor soul responsible for handling the parking problems
of a whole, snarled-up city.
Bonnie Moore, whose parking problems are chronicled
below, has announced her intention to become Portland's
first Parking Czar.

Department will not seek revenge in the form of dry tagging or accidental towing.
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You

DON'T

HAVE TO

WAIT FOR
HALLOWEEN

TO FIND
GHOSTS
IN PORTLAND.
JUST FIND ...

Alex

As if we didn't have enough to deal with in Portland - lousy parking,
high rents and no decent all-night restaurants, for example - part of our art
museum is haunted. That's right, haunted. Even as you read this article, the
McClellan-Sweat mansion, an adjunct to the Portland Museum of Art, is
probably swarming with partying poltergeists who are living (?) it up like
they used to before there were property taxes.
Who ya gonna call? Dr. Alex Tanous.
Tanous, noted psychic and teacher of parapsychology at the University
of Southern Maine, is a professional ghostbuster. He says that the spirits at
the McClellan-Sweat house are just part of a statewide positive spiritual
energy-force that geographically mirrors the Bermuda Triangle. He has
spent a lot of his time traveling around this northern triangle, as well as
through other parts of the world, communicating with ghosts.

The McClellan-Sweat House
The furniture in the McClellan-Sweat house is draped with white dustcovered sheets. Hooks are still in the walls where portraits once hung. The
air is musty, the staircase squeaks and there's an echo in every room of the
house. It seems like just the place to try and scare up a ghost. To do so, this
reporter decided to bring along a ringer - Dr. Alex Tanous.
Tanous uses only his psychic ability to make contact with the after-life.
On our visit to the McClellan-Sweat house, he picked up the presence of
spirits just minutes after entering the place. The Portland Museum of Art's
public information assistant, Sarah Cecil, jOined us in the house, which is
connected to the museum by an Italianate suite of galleries, built by Mrs.
Sweat in 1911 as a memorial to her husband. As Tanous and I stood at the
bottom ofthe graceful flying staircase, we both, I must confess, began to feel
a subtle chill in the air. A mild breeze seemed to be drifting down the
stairway.
"I hear music," he said suddenly. "There's some kind of music being
played here, like a party or a celebration. It sounds like a spinet (a 19thcentury harpsichord)."
According to history, Mrs. Sweat was famous for holding grand parties
in her home and it is likely that much ofthe entertainment took place in the
rooms where we were standing.
"Is there a small room here somewhere?" asked Tanous. ''I'm looking for
a small room." Cecil guided us up to the third floor where Tanous found
what he thought he was looking for - a large plaque that used to be on the
building describing its history and how it had been bequeathed to the
Portland Society of Art. Part of the terms of Mrs. Sweat's gift had been that

Tanous,
the house not be altered or modified in any way that would change its
character as an example of a 19th-century mansion.
"This house has been idle too long," said Tanous. "What they (the ghosts)
want to see is some activity here. They want to see the place as it was when
it was built and there were people living here."
I asked Tanous if hethought the ghosts were lonely.
"They could be," he smiled. "But this place has what we call 'historical
energy.' In other words, there's a compilation of historical aspects here and
in the house next door (the Asa Clapp House). This means it will always,
always be a historical corner, you'll never be able to destroy it. But I know
that it will be restored, at least that's what I feel from the energy."
On that score, Cecil said the Museum is still looking for funding to restore
the house. Maybe they could get some money together if Mrs. Sweat would
stop throwing all of those ghostly parties.
Meanwhile, Alex Tanous spends his time, when he isn't lecturing or
writing books on the topic, investigating haunted houses and, like a
spiritual Roto-Rooter man, ridding people of their ghost problems.

Alex Tanous ghostbuster

'
Alex Tanous chuckles at the word "ghostbuster."
"I like the term," he says. "I'm sorry I didn't think of it myself. But real
ghostbusting doesn't mean that you send the ghost away, it merely means
that you become friends with the ghost."
If this is so, then Tanous has lots of friends. Through his work he has
investigated numerous locations in Maine. He helped identify what the
problem was at a haunted mill in Oxford County where a mill worker had
died and had come back just to visit because he liked the place. He talked
with the ghost of a three-year-old child in Norway who closed windows
and didn't like cats. He visited a home in Cape Elizabeth (see sidebar) and
. learned that the 19th-century owner of the place was still there, entertaining some of his ghostly friends. He has walked around Portland's West
End, sensing the presence of "a lot of ghosts."
Alex Tanous had his first psychic experience at the age of four. At 17 he
joined the Army, and when they learned that he had a photographic
memory, they placed him in special services. For reasons of security, he still
can'ttalkabout some of his government work. After this he went on to earn
several undergraduate and graduate degrees in philosophy, theology,
education and metaphysics from places like Boston College, Fordham, and
Catholic University in Washington, D.C. He has used his psychic abilities
to counsel investors on Wall Street, big business in Canada and Japan, as
contln..... on n."l page•••
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well as help police forces throughout the country work on over
200 murder cases.
But one place where Tanous has logged a lot of hours is the
American Society for Psychical Research in New York, the reallife counterpart to the organization Bill Murray and his buddies
belonged to in the movie "Ghostbusters." In one experiment
there, Tanous accurately identified objects, colors and shapes in
another room 114 out of196 times. Not only did he identify them
without physic:ally seeing them, electronic equipment monitoring his heart and brain waves' indicated that he was actually in
the room with the objects while similar equipment showed that
his body was still inside an enclosed box with no windows.
"This is called the out-oi-body test," he explains. "What we're
doing is trying to find out if something can leave the body and
retrieve information somewhere else. Under normal conditions,
people who have out-of-body are called clairvoyant travelers,
which means they are able to see what happens somewhere
through the power of the mind. In my case, the experiment
showed that I was physically there as well."
.Right.

Ghostbusting in real life
Tanous is what was referred to in the early days of psychical
research as a "medium," i.e. one who believes he has the ability
to contact the dead. You know, he was the guy with the towel
wrapped around his head sitting in the candle-lit room holding
hands with everyone in a circle so that they could find out where
Aunt Gertrude hid her jewelry. These days, attempts at contacting the after-life take place in laboratories and with the help of
gadgets like the ones you saw in "Ghostbusters." Tanous has
coined a term for the modem psychic - a psionic - that reflects the
marriage of the Greek root for "mind" (psyche) and "ionic,"
which he says refers to the current technological aspects of the
science. Those mouthfuls of terminology you heard Harold
Ramis rattling off in the film like "Thurston and Jeffrey's Closure
Speed Test" and "Tellegen Absorption Scale" are real methods
by which psychiC r.e searchers determine the presence of ghosts.
When Tanous decides to stick around in his body (and when
"talking to him, one can never be entirely sure), he likes to talk to
•
ghosts. He has been doing so for roughly 20 years. Ghostbusting,
for Tanous, usually follows the same routine:
"I'm not told anything about the house, beyond the fact that
there have been disturbances there," he says. 'When I go in, I

What kind of
problems could
a ghost have?
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enter an altered state and then have a talk with the ghost through
telepathy. I see them and they see me. Then everything I say is
recorded or written down. Once that is done we then have a
conversation with the people who saw the ghost and we tell
them what the ghost is doing there and why. Then we ask the
people whether they want the ghost to leave or not and if they do
I then inform the ghost that there's no need to make themselves
visible. They can still stay there, but it's just that the people aren't
accustomed to having a ghost live with them. In one case,
though, we had a woman who didn't want the ghost to leave
because it was her mother. So, we just left her there."
Tanous refers to what he does as "ghost healing" or "ghost
psychiatry" because he is attempting to help a ghost understand
where it is and what "time zone" it is in. Sometimes, Tanous just
listens to what a ghost's problems are to determine why it may
be haunting a particular place.
What kind of problems could a ghost possibly have?
"Unfinished business," Tanous says, is a biggie. "A ghost is
like a movie of an incident that has taken place. These incidents
aren't always bad, they can be good as well. What happened
during a person's life is being re-enacted, in the same clothing,
with the same objects, etc. Sometimes a ghost is a crime being
relived, a lost object trying to be found, a happy occasion taking
place again."
In the relatively unclear world of psychic investigation, Tanous
makes a clear distinction between ghosts and "apparitions."
"An apparition," he says "is someone really present there. We
speak of that in religion, for example, with the apparition of a
saint appearing at such and such a place. This means that the
person who has died is physically there and physically visible.
All we know is that the person who has transcended has the
ability to sway in and out of time. In other words, they can come
back and make their case known to us."

The Maine triangle
Tanous believes that there is a lot of paranormal activity in
Maine due to its geography. He has done research on the
Bermuda Triangle and was closely involved in ~he making of a
film on the area entitled "Mysteries Beyond the Triangle." It is
his theory that in apposition to the negative triangle formed by
Florida, Bermuda and Puerto Rico, there is a relatively positive
one encompassing, roughly, Maine, its coast and the Bay of
Fundy. Running horizontally across the middle of the "Maine

Triangle," says Tanous, is a "belt of very strong activity."
(This might explain why the grandaddy of the horror/ghost
genre, writer Stephen King, is so weird and where he gets some
of his ideas. Bangor, where King is from and where he now
resides in a spooky Victorian mansion, sits approximately in the
middle of this imaginary belt.)
''The negative energy goes down," says Tanous as he points
towards the Caribbean on a hastily sketched map, "and the
positive energy flows up." "Up" means us.
At least one other person involved in quasi-mystical research
thought along the same lines as Tanous regarding Maine's
positive energy position on the globe - controversial scientist
Wilhelm Reich. Reich, who lived in Rangeley, Maine, during the
'50s, believed in something called "orgone energy." He said that
science couldn't measure it because of inadequate equipment,
but as close as we can tell, "orgone energy" had something to do
with sexual energy and cloud formations. Reich, a native of
Austria, chose Maine as his home because he felt that the state
was the center of a lot of this energy.

On the Spook trail
In addition to the Mct:lellanSweat house, the Greater Portland
area has its shareofhaunted houses
and locations. If you live, say, in
the West End or just about anywhere on State Street, for example,
chances are that you're sharing that
valuable living space with a spook.
Here is a brief list of places
around where hauntings have been
documented. If you go in search of
these places, better bring along
some positive energy. If you already live in oneof the houses, you
know what's going on and yaknow
who to call.

How to deal with a ghost
Tanous says that "more harm can be done than good" if you
get "just anybody" to investigate your house for ghosts. He
urges people who believe their houses are haunted to contact the
American Society for Psychical Research in New York and tell
them that you have a ghost problem.
Someone there will call you back and interview you, asking
you about things like how you experienced your ghost ("saw,
heard voice, heard movements, was touched, felt presence"), if
anyone else experienced it, and what kind of beliefs you have in
this phenomena.
"All this is done very scientifically," says Tanous, "and all our
records are kept extremely confidential. Persons at the research
center will contact me and we send a ghostbusting team in or we
may just handle it over the phone."
Over the phone? It seems that exorcising spirits, in these
microwave days of immediate satisfaction, is as easy as getting
take-out. Do you want extra rattling chains with that order or
will the creaking floor be enough?
Thomas A. Verde is a Portland wr~er who has done a b~ of ghostbusting
himse~. He is currently writing a book on Maine ghosts and haunted houses due
for publication in 1989 by Down East Books.

Beckett's castle

The William E. Gould House
State Street, Portland

The}ames Forder House
westbrook

Built in 1884, the Gould house
has been a private residence, a
building for doctors' offices and
an apartment house. Residents
have heard footsteps in the basement and felt things that just
weren't there tap them on the
shoulders or brush by them in the
hallways. Some believe that the
spirits of the former patients ofone
physician they have nicknamed
"Dr. Death" have returned to the
place looking for a check-up. Others suspect that the place was built
over an Indian graveyard and that
the natives are restless.

Built in 1734 on a hill overlooking the Fore River, part of the second floor was made into an apartment that faces the river. A woman
with long brown hair wearing a
white shawI has been seen looking
out of one of the apartment windows. She has also been sighted in
the living room as a milky apparition. Residents have also heard
chains dragging through the
kitchen at night. One resident who
saw the woman by the window
moved out of the apartment after
only a few nights because he was
too frightened to sleep there and
hasn't been back since.

cape Iillzabeth

William H. Stephanson Block
It was built in 1874 by Sylvester State and Spring Sts., Portland

B. Beckett, a Portland attorney,
writer and noted spiritualist. Replete with stonework and a 30 foot
square tower, the place was
Beckett's home for eight years
where he entertained various local
artists, journalists and thinkers. A
former resident saw nails flying
out of walls, doorways blowing
openandfeltinvisiblehandsblocking entrance ways. Alex Tanous
investigated the house and determined that Beckett was still there
along with some of his cronies, just
hanging out. Beckett himself said
he would come back after death.
One word of caution is that the
current owner doesn't like snoopers so you're better off appreciating this one from a distance.

Built in 1854-1855, the house is
now an apartment building. Residents of one particular apartment
here noted how visitors invariably
gravitated towards one window
that faced the street and Mercy
Hospital. The visitors wouldn't just
go there for the view, but were uncannily drawn to the window.
When there, they would become
reflective and silent. The residents
also never quite felt alone there, to
the point of feeling someone looking over their shoulders. It has been
postulated that there might have
been a sick child or- an invalid in
the building who spent a great deal
of time looking out of the window.

The Flying Dutchman
of Casco Bay

The schooner "Dash" was commissionedin 1812by the US Navy
to beat up on British ships who
were cruising our coastline harassingus and starting another war.
She was built in Freeport and went
down at sea in a winter gale in
1815. Not long after this, she was
seen again plying the waters of
Casco Bay with her sails fully
rigged and a phantom crew hanging over her bow. Sightings of the
ghost ship continued right up into
the 20th century. It has been speculated that the "Dash" would returnwheneverafamilymemberof
its crew died, so there could be a
little otherworldly family reunion.
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Italian Restaurant
and Lounge
521 u.s. Route 1
Scarborough, ME 04074
Tel: (207) 883-9562

TRADE·IN

SERVICE &
ODYSHOP

• Free Slice of Stuffed Bread with Lunch or Dinner·

• Lamps

mGDEST

• Baskets

• Floral
Arrangements
• Porcelain

All At...

3.95
4.95
4.95

• CHICKEN PARMIGIANA
Served with Spaghetti

• FISHERMAN'S PLATTER
Served with French Fries and Cole Slaw

• HADDOCK
• SHRIMP
• CLAMS

• LOBSTER ROLL
Served with Chips and Pickle

The Portmanteau
Canvas Fieldcoat
lined in cozy cotton
chamois.

COME 'IESfOUR UL11MA1E FFA1HFRBFD!

Your choice of 2 seafoods
Served with Potato or Pasta and Salad

• STEAK PIZZAIOLA

nt

: CuddledownJ

3/4 pound Sirloin smothered with
a Cacciatore Sauce and melted
Mozzarella Cheese

FACTORY STORE
107 Main st. Yarmouth, ME
Next to North Yartnouth AcadatIly

•
•
•
•

HADDOCK
CLAMS
SHRIMP
SCALLOPS

YOUR CHOICE

9.95

ALL MAJOR CREDIT CARDS ACCEPTED

846-3695
please ask for our new catalogue.

• FRIED SEAFOOD COMBO

36 Wharf Street, Portland, ME 04101, 774-7276

165 Waterman Drive, South Portland

799·5591

2Shows 7& 9:30

SWEET HONEY
IN THE ROCK
AND SPECIAL GUEST
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Saturday, October 29
First Parish Church
425 Congress St. Portland
Tickets $13
Call n4'()465

WHY DO WE BOTHER?

Tipping tips

STv

THE LowEST

by Sherry Miller

Poisson's line

Also available at
Gallery Music & Amadeus Music
Sponsored by Tom's of Maine,
Fleet Bank of Maine & MPBN

Last week, while paying for a entirely upon your state of mind
TIPS is an acronym meaning
birthday card at a store in South and how easily you can figure
To
Insure Prompt Service. It
The 1988 Music Series at the
Portland's grandiose mall, I out percentages. If you belong
probably came into being (but
Portland Performing Arts Center
noticed a box beside the cash to the class that is irked at pay25A Forest Avenue, Portland, Maine 04101
register displaying a Tipping ing 15 percent on sales tax, but please don't quote me on this)
during the years when BritanEtiquette Card. On one side of find the waiter has totalled the
nica
ruled over a large Comthe laminated, buff-colored bill with tax, then by paying 12
monwealth. The natives of
cards were percentage calcula- percent of that final sum you
tions based on dollar amounts. will,in effect, have tipped about tropical countries under the
On the other, were the percent- 15 percent of the cost of your Union Jack were not used to Restaurant
For a quick luncb
doing things in a hurry, what
or
leisurely dinner.
ages one should tip waiters and meal. An accountant friend
·with the heat and humidity and 9 MECHANIC ST.
bartenders and porters and tipped me on this - and acall. But the British, in their pith FREEPORT
Daily specials, including seafood,
hairdressers.
countants, as you know, are helmets and sweaty khakis, across the street
vegetarian dishes, pasl2, piZza,
Tipping. A subject that should careful with money.
sandwiches, salads and soups.
with nothing else better to do and down the hill
And don't forget
be one of the Simplest things in
Undertipping is as bad as
the homemade pie!
life. Instead, it causes confu- overtipping. More men than except drink, devised a way of from L.L. Bean
sion, resentment, embarrass- women are guilty of the for- getting their gin gimlets on the OPEN DAILY 11·9
double by enticing the hired CLOSED nlESDAYS
ment, anger, and ignorance.
mer, perhaps because more locals into prompt and quick 865·9421
In this country, unlike France, women worked their (or their
service with the odd coin or
Spain, Japan and others, it is husband's) way through col- two.
taken for granted that we tip all lege waiting on tables. And it
While tipping has become a
restaurant personnel. What is has been my experience that
not-really-pleasant way of life
confusing to some is how much men who are insecure within
to tip. Do we tip 10 percent or is themselves tend to overtip. I here, New Zealand and Japan
&
are two countries where a grait 15 percent? And do we tip know of a man who regularly
only on the amount before the tips 35 percent of a meal check. tuity is a no-no. 1 once incensed
sales tax had been added to the He does it purely to show off, a Japanese taxi driver by offer+ TAPES
ing him a discreetly folded bill
bill or will that make us look those with him are usually put
for going out of his way and
like cheapskates?
+ MAGAZINES
off.
leading me, he in his fareless
Someone, I don't know who,
Overtipping can also result cab and me in my rented car,
long ago deemed that 15% on a from misconceptions. I re+ CALENDARS
through narrow winding
restaurant check seemed aver- turned to Toronto recently with
age, although I remember when a Portland friend who wanted streets to my hotel. Having
+ VIDEOS
already spent some time in that
10% was quite acceptable. In- to treat me to dinner. After an
arriving soon...
flation, it seems, has also adventure (for her) of a Sin- island country, I should have
know better. That is one memtouched the tipping business. I gaporean meal of satays I noory that always brings me to
know of a gentleman who still ticed she left and inordinate shame.
only leaves 10% when l)e is in amount for a tip. Knowing the
The tables were turned with
w hat he calls a one-motel, two- meal hadn't been outrageously
my Chinese tour guide in Beirestaurant town. When he expensive 1 asked her about it.
jing. I handed him a tip in a red
wines and dines in places like She insisted she had left only 15
envelope which he took only
Toronto and San Francisco, his percent. "I multiplied the sales
much insistence on my
two favorite cities, he says he tax by three," she said. Puzzled, after
part.
10 Exchange Street, Portland, Maine 04101
generally leaves behind 20%. I I asked her to explain.
207-772-8949
Mon-Sat.11:00-5:30
day,
on
the
way
to
The
next
find that figure excessive, espe"I was told the easiest way to the airport, he handed me a
cially considering a nothing- calculate a tip was to triple the
package. He had used his tip to
fancy meal for two in either of sales tax."
buy
me a beautiful piece of silk.
those cities can easily run $80
It suddenly dawned on me
or more.
she was used to a Maine tax of Althea Kaye tips well, and eats better
Whether or not to tip on the 5 percent rather than the 7 per- than you do because of ~.
total amount ofthe bill depends cent of Toronto. In effect, she
was leaving a whopping 21
percent tip.

My editor told me that my
column should look more
closely at the line between the
people who are alread~ interested in art - and the entrre rest
of the world.
"How do we get people to
cross that line?" 1 asked him.
One minute later, alone on
the street with my nagging
question, I ran smack into Michael Poisson.
Poisson, 38, stood about Sfoot-l0. He was topped off by a
strange orange/blonde longand-short crew cut. A Sanford
native, he studied to be a priest
but gave it up to be an artist..
And by the time you read thiS
column, he will be gone.
He is leaving Portland because, he said, "People here are
not prepared to deal with my
artwork. Art is based on erotI-
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A Bookstore
MuchMore!

"Even Bettah Than Mum Used Ta Make"
Taking Thanksgiving Orders Thru Tuesday, November 22

849 Forest Avenue
Portland, Maine 04103

775-1545

Taste Bud Alert!
The Intown Portland Exchange's
4th Annual Great Chili & Chowder
Challenge is Saturday, Nov. 12
at the Civic Center.

S'lver Beast
lEarrings
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'dDe~ta
Vl

Da
Doolan

cism. Art is feeling and eroticism
is part of feeling."
In other words, he is leaving
because he was unable to find a
way across that line I had be.en
wondering about. I asked hun
about it.
Categorically denied

"I'm going to San Francisco
because the cultural level is
different there," he said.
"People there are politically and
socially motivated so it isn'tnecessary for the content of art to
always be decorative."
"In 1982 I exhibited 'Mark of
the Beast' at the Bowdoin Student Union. It is an assemblage
full of Jewish coins,middle eastern artifacts embedded in cement with parts of figures
coming out of the cement.
People went in the Union and
freaked out. I was asked to take
it down. It was interpreted as
anti-Semitic. The mark of the
beast, at the end of the New
Testament, is a sign that the
human race is coming to an
end. Is the mark of the beast
something specific and literal,
or is our omnipresent violence
the mark of the beast?"
"I showed Mark ofthe Beast a
second time at Green Mountain two years ago. The work
didn't last a week. Instead I did
a profile of a bank president's
office, a small tableaux that
would give an idea of the life of
a man who controlled a lot of
our lives. I used purple, red
and blue, indicating his 'royal'
position in life. There was a
display case that his son, a failure in college, had made for
him and made poorly. There
was a small ashtray from a
Holiday Inn with two cig,,:rettes
without lipstick, implymg a
homosexual relationship. His
bored wife took ceramics and
made a lamp and painted lampshade but when she was all
screwed up on valiurns she

knocked it over and passed out
on the couch. Then the guy came
home, found the lamp and said
isn't this nice I'll take it to my
office. So the crooked lamp was
part of the display. A potted
plot of grass is left to die in the
exhibit, indicating the guy's
commitment to ecology. And
there were gold curtains for the
secretary who couldn't look out
the window. She could just see
gold. This bank president is the
type of person who creates my
problem."
.
Poisson feels that unless art IS
easily categorized, people don't
want it. "Pure art is an expression of a person's angst. But
mix it with capitalism and art
becomes a product and it has to
be appealing. If you go to all the
galleries in Portland, what you
see tells you that dealers are
shutting out people who are
trying to communicate. The art
is not a product of what's really
happening in our society; it is
something decorative.

"They are
parasites
on the
backs of
artists"
- Michael Poisson
-----------

TanetFish and Chuck Close and
Estes. Trendyphotorealism was
really invented in the 6th century.
"We don't want to be confronted by anything that will
make us see ourselves as we
are. Because Americans have
the myth that we are the best,
the greatest, the most ad vanced.
We don't want to know that we
are violent, corrupt, afraid of
the dark side,
Feeding frenzy

"Art is something that you
feed on, that nourishes you. It's
as important as air, food and
water. It is a cultural barometer, it is not a product. But I
don't accept art as a product. I
think art can express the artist's
most inward feelings which are
also a part of the culture, but
they might be the part we don't
waOnt to look at."
Poisson is going to San Francisco because he feels life there
is more supportive of the artists. After six months, if you are
resident of California you can
take classes at the University of
California. This means that for
$15 or $30 an artist can have
access to a printing studio and
materials and do as much work
as he or she can or wants to. It
means a chance to experiment
in other media. It means community of artists backed by
public (state) support.
"In Portland it costs the artist
$250 or sometimes $350 to take
such a course. The Portland
School of Art is too expensive
for most artists. So is the university.
"Artists contribute a lot to the
city of Portland. We create an
atmosphere here,
Th .a cultural
d
't
atmosphere.
e City oesn
hesitate to capitalize don the
h
quality of life here an at t e
same time they don't do anything to support the artists.
They are parasites on the backs
of artists, sucking our energy
for their own profit. Even in the
sidewalk arts festival the artist

Magic
"In the caves at Lascaux art
was magic because the artist
was able to visualize what he
saw. Today magic is hated and
the art that is accepted is gener.
ally devoid of magic. There IS
nothing in a landscape that
would confuse your brain. Look
at the work in this (Miller's)
h
studio. How come a swan as
his beak in the woman's hair, or
that person doesn'thavea face, has to pay to participate in
or the crocodiles are moving something that's providing a
. ?
huge stimulus to the city of
m.
k Portland. Instead of taking
"If people are having a coc - down the Portland Arts Buildtail party they don't want a ing, why couldn't the city have
Sherry Miller painting on the made studios for artists, made
wall. They want Alan McGeepebbles. What's upsetting a showplace for visitors to see
about pebbles? And Welliver how a city can stimulate its
also leaves nothing to theimagi- creative atmosphere?
nation. Nothing needs to be
"Maybe if the city got ind ed b t volved in the art the people
explained or ~on e~ a ou. would take it more seriously.
"To m~ art IS magJc. You see Wow. It could be like a Renaisand,don t see. You know and sance here. There's no paucity
don t know.
f l · P tl d"
"When you look at my wor~ 0 ta ent m or an .
what you have to do is relate It Sherry Miller, painter and writer, is
to your own life. I create a vis- looking for a s~e on which to erect one
ual game of hide and seek. In a of Michael Poisson's works of art.
landscape there's no hide and
seek. It's for dull brains. Same
with all the photo realists like

movie, a group of explorers
travel to the Amazon and
bring a pet brontosaurus back
to New York City. And if
Bach and a silent film with
live organ accompaniment
Parish Church, 425 Congress isn't enough to get you out
Street in Portland. Tickets are tonight, there will be ice
$13_ For ticket information,
cream deserts for sale during
call 774-0465.
the intermission. The party
Halloween is for kids (and . begins at 6 pm and is free but
some adults who have forgot- donations will be gratefully
accepted_
ten that they got old some29. where along the way). The
Not in the mood for dressChildren's Museum is throw- ing up? No problem. NRBQ
ing a Halloween Bash at the
said to be the most fun rock
Father Hayes Center, across
and roll band ever, is playing
the street from the museum.
at the Tree Cafe, 45 Danforth
There will be breakfast, a
Street in Portland. Opening
magician, dunking for apples for NRBQ will be the
and plenty of "tricks or
Catheads from San Fransisco
treats_" Admission to the
who play, according to their
publicist, "the bluesiest
festivities is $5 for museum
trashy-folk-punk-pop"
members, $7.50 for nonmembers. For reservations,
sounds. We never heard
call the museum at 797-KITE. them, but their press release
The Red Light Revue plays and pictures were certainly a
more about
lot of fun. Tickets are $10.
at the costume party aboard
getting on television, see
the Longfellow Cruise Lines.
Critique.
The Halloween cruise departs
from Long Wharf at 8 pm.
Tickets are $12.50 and reservations are suggested, 774All the orange and
3578.
decorations
But if your fear the ghosts of
been seeing around O~ course every Beethoven
Okay. The day itself is here,
departed sea captains, landtown are not for Princeton _ fan m town already knows
so
take out those costumes
lubbers can hit the Annual
that the Portland String
.,
one
more time for the Maine
Halloween Bash tonight at
Quartet is performing the
It s :ralloween. ~e ghouls
Special
Olympics. The Great
Zootz.
won t be out until M~nday, complete Beethoven string
Pumpkin
Ball gets under way
For young and old alike, the
but you can start torught:
quartets this season. Tonight
to
the
sounds
of Eight to the
what would Halloween be
the Quartet will perform three Light Theater presents "Dark Bar and DJ Greg Powers at
Tales" at the Theater of
without a haunted house or more: Beethoven's Opus 18
Fantasy,50 Danforth Street in The Eastland Ballroom in the'
two?
#3, Opus 95 "The Serioso"
Sonesta Hotel on High Street
Portland. This will be an
If your own abode is not
and Opus 132. Showtime is 8 evening of scary stories and
in Portland. The Ball begins at
pm at the Immanuel Baptist
h b
8
pm and continues until
dark humor. Pieces perin a ited by any poltergeists, Church, High Street & Deermidnight,
when your flashy
formed by this troupe of
head down to Super Shaw's
P I d
k
cars
will
tum
back into
Plaza in SOuth Portland for
ing, in ort an . Tic ets are
mimes, magicians and story$10 and are available at
pumpkins.
Tickets
for this
the Portland Jaycees Haunted Gallery Music, Starbird Music tellers include "Death," an
are
$10
and
are
fundraiser
House. The Haunted House is Shoppe, at the door, or they
original story about seven
available
at
the
Record
Excharacters in the final moopen today and tomorrow 6- may be reserved at 761-1522.
change
and
the
Sonesta
Hotel.
ments of their demise and
10 pm, and Saturday and
Many of Chicago's well(~orry,
no
one
under
21
"The King of Cats," an Irish
Sunday 1-10 pm. They ask for known comedians got their
folk
tale about power, murder
a buck before you go in start with the Second City
and
magic.
Showtime is 8 pm.
because the spooks may scare Theater. (Remember SCTV?)
are
$5
adults, $2.50
Tickets
the pants off you.
The improvisational comedy
children.
For
ticket
informaGruesome sights are often
troupe will perform at 8 pm
tion,
call
775-5957.
too much for the squeamish,
at Pickard Theater on the
so the Portland Folk Club is
Bowdoin College Campus.
Tickets are $3. For more inforoffering an evening of grisly
11
ballads and blood-curdling
stories for those whose audi- mation, ca 725-3186.
tory sensibilities are less
Violinist Uck Kim is celesensitive. The All Hallows
brating the 25th annivP'·.""'I"\J
Eve Concert will be given at
of his debut performance
There one thing we love
the Portland Observatory on
he joins the Portland Symabout Halloween and it is
Munjoy Hill. Showtime is 7:30
Bach's Tocatta in D Minor for phony Orchestra for two
pm and costumes are welformances today and tomororgan. Even if you don't
come. Tickets are $4 for
row at City Hall Auditorium.
know Bach, you will recogOdetta. This woman has
adults, $2 for kids.
Two
pieces will be perbeen singing her gospel, folk nize the piece from countless
But if you're afraid of things and blues with soul for a long horror flicks. Tonight the
formed: "Textures" by Japathat go bump in the night,
nese composer Tora Taketime. She brings a traditional Friends of the Kotzschmar
perhaps you'd rather become style into the '80s. Odetta per- Organ are putting on a Musi- mitsu and Beethoven's Syma television show producer.
phony No.3 ("Eroica"). 1
cal Halloween-Eve Party,
forms tonight with Sweet
There's lots of lights. The
Showtime
for both performcomplete with creepy organ
Community Cable Network is Honey in the Rock, who put
ances
is
7:45
and tonight's \ '
music and a horror flick, at
on a great show here in
having an open house today,
concert
will
be
preceded by a
Portland City Hall AuditoPortland during the First
5-7 pm at their studios at 68
rium. The movie "The Lost
free concert preview lecture at
High Street. The network is a Night celebration of 1985.
World" is a silent film, circa
6:30 pm. Tickets are $9-$23 \
There will be two shows at 7
venue for the public to pro1925, by Willis O'Brien, the
and
may be reserved by
and 9:30 pm at the First
duce independent television
creator of King Kong. In the
calling 773-8191.
..
".

THEMOVIES .

Friday 10/28

127 Middle Street
Porlland, Mai"e 04101
(207) 773-3317

GroupSbow
tbrougb October 31st

$2.00 drink speclOl

The Portland Stage Company has opened their season
with "A Walk in the Woods,"
written by Lee Blessing and
directed by Paul Moser. The
woods are in Geneva a~d the
walkers are arms negotIators"
one Soviet, one American.
The play is about peace be-

A Collection of One Act
plays are being performed by
the University Student Theater Ensemble at Luther Bon-

Hurbert AII.n A.tredo (I.ftl
H.mllton GIII.tt (rlghtl .t.r
Portl.nd St.g. Comp.ny'.

•••
_n .....n.'
"A W.lk In the Woods."
__ W.dne.day•..

Rooted in roots rock reggae? You'll hear the sounds of
Portland's local rastas Rockin'
Vibration and the Sound
Kings out on Warren Avenue
at the Jamaican Hurrican
Relief Benefit Dance and
Auction from 8 pm to 1 am.
The benefit is happening at
Keeley the Katerer, 178
ney Auditorium on the USM Warren Avenue in Portland.
Portland campus. Three one
Tickets are $8 in advance, $10
act plays will be performed:
at the door and are available
Samuel Beckett's"Act Withat Recordland, Musicland,
out Words" is just that, a
Amadeus, Record Exchange
silent and rather acrobatic
and Enterprise Records.
dramatic piece; "Pvt. Wars"
Proceeds from the benefit will
by James McLure is a comedy go to the Red Cross.
about post-Vietnam depresLost in space? Jazz tromsion and the last piece is a
bonist Scott Reeves performs
bizarre love story, John
his composition "Music for
Guare's "The Loveliest AfterCelestial
Objects," a multinoon of the Year." Performmedia
electronic
composition
ances are November 3-4, 6,
based
on
astronomical
10-12 at 8 pm, with a 2 pm
themes. Showtime is 8 pm at
matinee on November 12.
Corthell Concert Hall on the
Tickets are $6 for the public,
$4 for students. For more information, call 780-4089. '-~--'

.

~'

NOV 2-6

The Unbearable
Lightness of Being
10 Each...

St. Portland

772-

See our ad pg. 11
for Sat. nile
Halloween
Extravaganza info

-

\

)I,

, 'Seb'aftian's ~~

MOST NEW RELEASES
$7.49 and under - LPs / Cassettes
$13.99 and under - CDs
EVERYTHING IS ON SALE EVERYDAY AT

~ Onacold

. . day nothing
warmsyou ~

like our
hot lunches.

1'!tI
•

The singulnr place
to dine in Freeport

SAT-SUN MAT 3,
SUN 9
MON-TUFS
7,9:15

Some accused Socrates of
walking around with his head
in the clouds and Aristophanes was one his outspoken critics. Tonight, as part of
the series "The Ancient
W orId: Origin(al) Searches,"
there will be a reading from
Aristophane's "The Clouds"
at 7 pm in Luther Bonney Auditorium, USM Portland. The
reading is free, open to the
public and we're not afraid to
go an hear our hero mocked,
because we know Aristophanes got his due in time.
Down to earth, Jean Redpath sings Scottish folk music
at 8 pm at the First Parish
Church, 425 Congress, Portland. Tickets are $10 in advance, $12 at the door and are
available at Gallery and
Amadeus Music. Tom says
she's great.

i It

s~bliTrl.e

OCT 29-NOV1

USM Gorham campus. Tickets $7/$4_ For more information, call 780-5555.

(I

if

WED-SAT 5, 8:30 • SAT-SUN MAT 1

29 exchange st.

~.

Sublime,
Satisfying,
Sumptuous ,

~chang~
rr==Sa=tu=rd=ay=1=0/2=9=;t
CIub
FUZZY
NAVEL

want'tO-~, mm;again?

TicKets are $8."Por more
mformatioJl, .call774-1441.

tween two men and playwright Blessing uses humor
to underscore the seriousness
of the issue of world peace.
There is a preview performance tonight at 7:30 pm
(tickets are $8). The play
opens tomorrow and continues through November 20
with performances TuesdayThursday at 7:30 pm, Friday
at 8 pm, Saturday at 5 and 9
pm, and Sunday at 2 pm.
Tickets are $8-$19 and are
available at the Portland
Performing Arts Center box
office, 25A Forest A venue
(you can catch the show at the
same address). For ticket information, call 774-0465. If
world peace and relationships
gets you thinking, the Portland Stage Company invites
everyone to a humanities
discussion to ponder the
playwright's ideas on November 6 after the matinee
performance.

t

BUD SPECIAL
$1.50

(1V.11~R}T 127.

If "Eroica" got your blood
too riled up to sleep (and
believe us, it can do that!)
Dan Hicks & the Acoustic
Warriors are putting on the
show tonight at the Tree, 45
Danforth in Portland. Dan
Hicks started out as a drummer for San Fransisco psychedelic band, The Charlatans.
Switching to the guitar Hick
jammed ~th the Hot Licks,
playinrra~her off-beat,
countrified barroom tunes.
With hls:nE!w band, The
Accousti~ Warriors, Hicks
will be t>laying the old stuff,
:oot ~p&t new stuff too. Last
time I;fkl<s Was in town the
Show was sensati~al. Do y~u

RECORDS, CD'S, TAPES AND OTHER

~BAD

HABITSH

We don't have sales because we don't have tol
10 EXCHANGE ST.• 773-1310

HOURS: MON-SAT 10-9, SUN 12-6

The Fuentes

Chol",,",,~

J~
5° Wharf St.

(just in back of 3 Dollar Dewey's)

Lunch· Happy Hour. Dinner Mon-Sun

FRIDAY 10/28

han e

WMPGNIGHT

THE LOST PILOTS
with THE PRANKSTERS
SATURDAY 10/29

club

F:....::...==-- --

From New Yorks 1988 Bad Music Seminar

THE TALISMEN &
THE RAT BASTARDS

.listings must be
received by
Ann Sitomer at
187 Clark Street,
ME 04102
one week prior to
publication.
775.6601

From N.Y.C.: "Sonic 60s Surf"

• Prizes • Costumes • Great Music.
;

•••

SUNDAY 10/30

It's THE BLUES at GENO'S

What's Where

• Come down and relax·

f

MONDAY 10/31

BIG HALLOWEEN PARTY with
BEBE BUELL and THE GARGOYLES

~

'

Maine Mall Cinemas
Maine Mall Road, S Portland
774·1022

{Geno'S

Feds

1:15, 3:10,5:05,7, 9

Halloween IV

1:30,3:25,5:20, 7:15.9:10

Gorillas In the Mist
1:15, 4, 7:10,9:45

LOOK FOR THE TWO SAINTS 11/5

Th.Accus.d

1:30,4, 7, 9:15
1969
1:15, 3:10, 5:05, 7, 9

EVERY WEDNESDAY: SLAID CLEAVES &JOSH RUSSELL HOST OPEN MIKE NIGHTI

Imagl'" ..ohn L.nnon
1, 3:05, 5:10, 7:20,9:30

Allen Nation

1:30, 3:30, 5:30, 7:35, 9:40

G~·~~~~~~~~

~~

SIJ!!!:~rinkil!~.!gan's

o~

Nickelodeon

Temple and Middle, Portland
772-9751

Stormy Monday

1,3:40,7,9:30 (Fri-Sun)
4,7, 9:30 (Man-Thu)

Bat 21

46 Market Street, Portland • 774-5246

1:15, 3:50, 7:20,9:40 (Fri-Sun)
4:30, 7:20, 9:40 (Mon·Thu)
The KI••
9:10 daily

SALA~S

Garden Salad
Assorted fre8h, cri8p vegetable8 of broccoli cauIiflowelC
leaf lettuce, iceburg lettuce, raddishe8, onio'ns, tomatoe~,
cucumbersl sprouts, celery, carrots mushrooms, greek
olives ana green peppers. small $2.75 large $3.50

Cro.slng Delanc,
1:35, 3:30, 7:30, 9:35 (Fn-Sun)
4:25, 7:30,9:35 (Mon·Thu)

PunchL....

1:10, 3:35,6:50, 9:20 (Fri·Sun)
4:10, 6:50, 9:20 (Mon·Thu)

Greek Salad
As80rted fresh, cri8p vegetables ofieaflettuce iceburg
lettu~, raddishea, onions. tomatoes, cucu~bers,
greek ohve8, green peppers, hot pepper8, mushroom8
and feta chee8e. $4.50

Eight Men Out
1:30, 3 :40,6:45 (Fri·Sun)
4:15,6:45 (Mon·Thu)

A FI.h Called Wanda

1:20, 3:45, 7:10 (Fri·Sun)
4:20, 7:10, 9:25 (Moo-Thu)

Spring Salad
A blend of cooked potatoes, eggs, peas, carrots
and crisp pickles mixed with a mayonaise dressing
and served on a bed oflettuce with a side ofrol1ed,
baked ham and swiss cheese. $3.95

The Movies

10 Exchange, Pordand
772-9600

Outrag.ous Animation

'lUna Salad & Cottage Cheese Plate Fresh tuna salad made to order with a side of cottage
cheese, blended with cucumbers and served on a bed
oflettuce. $3.75

all salads served with a homemade roll & butter
\iblue cheese, creamy italian, (rench, house, oil & vin;gar

~.

.~

Oct 26-30
Wed·Fri at 7:15, 9
Sat at 1:15, 7:15
Sunatl :15

The Mllagro Beanfi.ld War
Oct 29· Nov 1
Sat·Sun mat at 3
Sun at 9
Mon-Tue at 7, 9:15

The Unbearabl. Llght"..s
of B.lng

GEl'PUMPED
FORWNCH.
Lunch in the Old Port was ~rl< sandwichs. Over 60
nothing to.get excited
(ljfferent bottled beers. And
about lrntif
-r~~~~~~~ ice cold drafts,
Cadillac Jack's II
poured from
cruised into
authentic,
town. Hot, juicy
vintage gas
burger's served
pumps. You
on a steamy,
W3llt an
buttered bun.
exciting· lunch?
Tasty teriyaki
Get p~
chicken and
aboUt CaaiJIac
barbecue
Jack's.

Nov 2·6
Wed-Sat at 5, 8 :30
Sat·Sun mat at 1

Cinema City.

Westbrook Plaza 854-9116
Movies are not scheduled at press time;
call ahead to confirm ~mes

Big

7:15, 9:15, weekend mats at 1:15,3:15

A Fish Called Wanda

7:15, 9:15, weekend mats at 1:15, 3:15

Cocktail

7, 9, weekends mats at I , 3
Punch U".
7, 9, weekend mats at I , 3

Who Framed Roger Rabbit
7, weekend mat at 1

Dead Ringe,.

7, weekend mat at 3

Evening Star
Tontine Mall,-arunswick
729-5486
Oct 28-29
Five flicks, one price

Exorcist, The Blob (..mak.).
Om.n, PoIt.rgeI.t,
H.II Rals.r

Bowdoin College
Shoah (Part IV)

Nov 2, 7:30 pm in Smith Auditorium
(Shown in four parts on
Wednesdays through Nov 2)

AII.n
Oct 28-29, 7:30 pm in Smith Auditorium

The Shining

Oct 28-29, 10 pm in Smith Auditorium

t!m/illtlC fjacJJ
A Good Place to Eat

.

442 Fore Street in Portland's Old Port. 774-7466

Portland Museum of Art
Monument Square, Portfand
TICkets are $3·$3.50
Judge PrI.st
November 3, 7 pm

•••

R.b. McEntlr. Nov 3 at the Civic
Stonny Monday Sting plays a night.

The Accused is a movie about gang

club owner in Newcastle, England
whose club is being taking over by an
Amerocan gangster played by Tommy
Lee Jones. The movie also stars
Melanie Griffith and Sean Bean. Sieskel
and Ebert lauded this one months ago
when it was released everywhere else
except Portland. At the Nickelodeon:
I, 3:40, 7, 9 :30 (Fri·Sun) ; 4, 7, 9:30
(Mon-Thu).

rape, based, in part, on the New Bed.
ford rape case of a few years ago ..
Jodie Foster plays the rape victim
Sarah Tobias, whose skirt was a bit too
short !,nd her tank ~op too revealing on
the night of the cnme. Kelly McGillis The Unbearabl. Lightness of
Being Based on the novel by Milan
plays an attorney from the DA's oHioe
Kundera, the movie handles the subject
who believes , at first. that Sarah was
of love and war. The lead male role is
partly responsible for the rape. Later
played by an actor (am I supposed to
McGillis repents and takes the onlook~
remember his name?) whose smile
ers to court for goading on a felony.
grates on one's nerves in the same way
.recommends, but with the warning
Mickey Rourke's grin becomes
that the movie is about rape and it holds
unbearable after a while. Yet, the movie
back no punches. At the Maine Mall
is a good movie about relationships,
Cinemas: 1:30, 4, 7, 9:15.
Bal 2f Gene Hackman plays an Army .recommends .. . At The Movies: Nov 24, at 5, 8:30; Nov 5 at I, 5, 8:30 ; Nov 6
man trapped behind enemy lines.
at 1.
Danny Glover plays the chopper pilot
responsible for rescuing him. At the
Nickelodeon: 1:15, 3:50. 7:20, 9 :40
(Fri-Sun); 4:30,7:20,9:40 (Mon.Thu).
Crossing D.lancy Amy Irving plays
a single woman living on the Upper
West Side. Her grandmother, living on
the Lower East Side, believes that all
women need a man and grannie consults a matChmaker (PG). At the Nickelodeon : 1 :35, 3:30, 7:40, 9:40 (Fri.
Sun) ; 4:25, 7:40, 9:40.
Eight Men Out John Sayles' histori.. azz fans CBW regrets that we
cal account of 1919 World Series
switched days on two jazz shows in
scandal. In ·Eight Men Out" Sayles
town on last week's calendar. The East
recreales the elements of greed, maEnd Jazz Band will play at USM on Ocnipulation and frustration over low
tober 27 and the State Street Tradi.
salaries which led up to the conspiracy.
tional Jazz Band performs October 28.
Starring John Cusack, D.B. Sweeney
For further details, see listings below.
and Charlie Sheen . A good effort.
.recommends .. . At the Nickelodeon:
1:30, 3:50, 7:30, 9:45 (Fri·Sun) ; 4:10,
rock+roll
7:30, 9:45 (Mon-Thu).
Wild
Turkey every Thursday at the
Feds A comedy about female FBI
Marble Bar, 51 York, Portland. 773agents starring Rebecca deMornay. At
5516.
the Maine Mall Cinemas : 1:15, 3:10,
Bluesbusters Oct 27 at Raoul's
5:05,7, 9.
865 Forest, Portland. 773-6886.
'
Gorillas In the Mist A film by Michael 63 Eyes Oct 27 at the Tree, 45 DanApted, based on Dian Fossey's diary
forth, Portfand. 774·1441 .
about her study of mountain gorillas in
Person to p.,.on Oct 27-29 at the
oentral Africa. Sigourney Weaver plays
Brunswick, Old Orchard Beach. 934·
an obsessed and heroic Fossey, Bryan
4873.
Brown plays her lover. Also starring
Bebe Buell and the Gargoyles
John Omora, JUlie Harris and a handful
Oct 28 at the Tree Cafe, 45 Danforth,
of delightful apes (pG. 13). At the Maine
Portland. 774-1441.
Mall Cinemas : 1:15,4,7:10, 9:45.
Th. Lost Pilots and T h •
Judge Priest Will Rogers plays a jurist
Pranksters Oct 29 at Geno's 13
defending a man against a Confederate
Brown, Portland. 761-2506.
•
jury in an old southem town. Another
Broken Men Oct 28-29 at Raoul's
film by John Ford (1934) at the Portland
865 Forest. Portland. 773-6886.
'
Museum of Art Nov 3, 7 pm.
Islandslde Oct 28·29 at Horsefeath.
Outrageous Anlmallon R-rated
elS, 193 Middle, Portland. 773.3501 .
cartoons from all over the world. The
Stevie & the Biackouis Oct 28·29
shorts include Bruno Bozzetto's
at LB's Pub, Rt 302, N Windham. 892.
(creator of ·Allegro Non Troppo·)
8923.
"Striptease· and Academy Award WinSavoy Truffl. Oct 28-29 at J .R.
ner Bob Godfrey's "Instant Sex.' At The
Flannagan's, 144 Main. Saco. 282Movies: Oct 26-28 at 7:15, 9; Oct 29 at
1617.
1:15, 7:15; Oct 30 at 1:15.
Kopterz Oct 28-29 at the Marble Bar,
The Mllagro Beanfleld War Robert
51 York, Portland. 773-5516.
Redford's second directorial effort is
Persuaders Oct 28·29, 31 at Moose
the story of a farmer who taps into a
Alley, 46 Market, POrtland. 774-5246.
pnvate water supply and begins raising
The Talismen and Th. Rat
beans. At The Movies: Oct 29 at 3,;Oct
Bastards Oct 29 at Geno's • 13
30 at 3, 9; Oct 31 -Nov 1 at 7, 9:15.
Brown, Portfand. 761 -2506.
Punchll". Sally Fields plays a house- NRBQ with the Catheads Oct 30 at the
wife who wants to be a stand-up eome.
Tree Cafe, 45 Danforth, Portland. 774.
1441.
dian; Tom Hanks plays a struggling c0median. If you think being funny means
Nlghtlifes Oct 30-31 at the Old Port
being happy, think again. Hanks is exTavern, 11 Moulton, Portland . 7740444.
cellent in this one. The diner scene, in
whICh Sally Fields tells Hanks that she
Beb. Buell and the Gargoyles
loves her hu~band and not Hanks, is
Oct 31 at Geno's , 13 Brown, Portfand.
one of the finest moments of black
761-2506.
comedy I have seen in a long time.
Holy Bones Oct 31 at the Tree Cafe
.reeommends ... At the Nickelodeon:
45 Danforth, Portfand. 774. 1441.
'
1:10, 3:35, 7:20, 9:50 (Fri·Sun) ; 4:30,
Magazin. Nov 1-2 at at Old Port Tav.
7:20, 9 :50 (Mon·Thu) and at Cinema
ern, 11 Moulton. Portland. 774-0444.
City: 7. 9 with weekend mats at I, 3.
Wild Hearts Nov 3 at the Marble Bar
Shoah The long (very long - 9 hours or
51 York, Portland. 773-5516.
'
SO) documentary on the Holocaust will.
Inspecto,. Nov 3·5 at the Brunswick
at moments, make you wonder if a betOld Orchard Beach. 934·4873.
'
ter job might have been done editing
A Scanner Darlky Nov 3 at the Tree
the film. f found myself questioning the
Cafe, 45 Danforth, Portland. 774-1441.
length several times, only to discover
Sight Nov 3-5 at Old Port Tavern, 11
that the repeated images, the persisMOUlton, Portland 774-0444.
tent questioning and the sjlveral reMlxx Nov 4-5 at LB·s Pub, At 302, N
turns to the same subjects all fit into
Windlam. 892-8923.
place. "Shoah" is disturbing; the atti.
The Pajama Slav.dane.,. Nov 4
tudes of both the survivors and the
at the Tree Cafe, 45 Danforth, Portfand.
people who let the persecution continue
774·1441.
has changed littfe in the last 40 years. Pat Benat.r Nov 4 at the Civic Cen.
• recommends .. . The movie will be
ter. For tick et information, cali
shown in four parts on Wednesdays,
775-348 1.
7:30 pm in Smith Auditorium , Bowdoin
Bat.s Mot.1 Nov 4 at the Marbfe Bar
College. The third part is being shown
51 York, Portland. 773-5516.
'
Oct 26.

Prllctlcal Cats Oct 27 at Moose AI.
ley, 46 Market, Portland. 774.5246.
R.d Light Revue plays swing and
r&b every Wednesday at Raoul's, 865
Forest, Portfand. 773-6886 .
R.d Light R.vu. Oct 29. 8-11 pm
Cos.tume party aboard the Longfellow
Cruise Line, departing from Long
Wharf. 774-3578.

+blues
Will Smokey Logg & the
Flam.throw.rs Nov 4·5 at Horsefeathers , 193 Middle, Portfand. 773.
3501.
Dian". DaVidson Nov 4, 8 pm at the
Forst Parish Unitatian Church, 425
Congress, Portland. Tockets are $10 in
advance, $12 at the door and are available at Whole Grocer, Amadeus Music
Entre Nous in Portland and McBean'~
Music in Brunswick.

Georg. Leh and Th. Rocking
Sho.s Nov 4-5 at J.R. Aannagan's,
144 Main St, Sacc. 282-1617.
Blu.s ".m every Monday night at
Raoul 's, 865 Forest, Portland .
773-6886.
Blues Night Sunday at Geno's, 13
Brown, Portland. 761 -2506.

reggae+
Rockln' Vlbrllilon Oct 29 at the Tree
Cafe, 45 Danforth, Portland. 774-1441.

"udy Mowatt Nov 2 at the Tree Cafe,
45 Danforth, Portfand. 774-1441.

".malc.n Hurrlc.n. Rell.f Benefit/Dance and Auction Nov 4, 8 pm· 1 am
at Keeley the Katerer, 178 Warren Ave.
Portland. Reggae music with Rockin'
Vibration and the Sound Kings. Tickets
are $8 in advanoe, $1 0 at the door and
are available at Recordland, Musicland,
Amadeus , Record Exchange and En·
terprise Records. Proceeds to got to
the Red Cross.
Blm Sk.l. Blm Nov 5 at the Tree
Cafe, 45 Danforth, Portfand. 774·1441.
Regg •• Dane. Party every Sunday
night with Dani Tribesmen at Raoul's,
865 Forest, Portfand. 773-6886.

folk+acoustic
D.nny B•• I & E.rI Bigelow every
Thu at Intown Pub, Brunswick. 7291777.
All Hallows Ev. Conc.rt Oct 27 at
7:30 pm. The Portland Folk Club pre·
sents an evening of grisly ballads,
bfood~urdling stories and surprises at
the Portland Observatory on Munjoy
Hill. Costumes are welcome. Tickets
are $4 for adults, $2 for kids. For more
information, call 773-9549.
Arthur W.bst.r Oct 27 at the Bam.
house Tavem, Rt. 35, N Windham . 8922221 .
Dab Oct 28-29 at the Barnhouse Tavern, Rt 35, N Windham. 892-2221.

Harpsichordist Carla Z.cher will

Center . For ticket information, call
775-3481.

perf~m a program of French baroque
mus,c Nov I , 12:30 pm at Olin Arts
Center, Bates College, Lewiston. Free
and open to the public. For more infor.
mation, call 786-6330.
Herll.g. Chamber Ensembl. Nov
3,4:30 pm At the Campus Center. USM
Portland. Free and open to the public.
For more information, call 780-4090.

Traditional N.w England Coun.
try Danc. Nov 4, 8:30 pm . Whisding
Thieves String band perform for Contra, square, circle and couples dances.
Chase Hall Lounge, Bates College,
Lewiston. Admission $3.

j+ZZ
East End Jazz Quart.t Oct 27, 4:30
pm in the Campus Center, USM Portland. Free and open to the pubfic. For
more information, call 780-4090.

Stat. Stro.t Tradltlon.1 Jaxz
Ba nd Oct 28, 7:30 pm at the State

Th. Cathedral Chamber Singe,.
will perform a cappella works including
William Byrd's "Mass for Fou'r Voices"
motets by Anton Bruckner, and an as~
sortment of madrigals on Nov 4, 8 pm at
SI. Luke's Cathedral, 143 State Port.
fand. Tickets are $5 adults, $3 children
and senior citizens. For more informa.
tion. call 772·5434.

Street Church Chapel, Portland. Benefit
performance for the Maine Cancer Re.
search and Education Foundation. Admission is $3.
Sonn~ Rollin. Oct 29, 8 pm at
Plckar~ Theater, Bowdoin College,
BrunsWICk. TIckets are $5. For more information, call 725-3321.
Pianist Flash AII.n Oct 30 aboard
the Longfellow Cruise Lines· Sunday
Brunch Cruise. For ticket information,
call 774-3578.
Scott R •• v.s Nov 4, 8 pm . Jazz
42nd Stre.t presented by the Lyric
trombonist will perform original jazz
Theater through tlov 5 at the Lyric Thecompositions including ·Music for Ceater, 176 Sawyer, S Portfand. Showlestial Objects," a multi-media electime is Fri-Sat, 8 pm and Sun, 2:30 pm.
tronic composition based on astronomFor ticket information. call 799·7418.
ical themes. Corthell Concert hall, USM
A
Coupla Whll. Chicks SlUIng
Gorham. TIckets $71$4 . For more inAround Talking through Oct 30 at
formation, call 780-5555.
The Theater Project, 14 School St. ,
Sw••t AdelIn.s, a female a cappella
BrunswiCk. Showtime is Thu-Sun at 8
group, will perform Nov 5, 2:30 and 8 pm
pm. Tickets are $8 on Fri-Sat, $& on
at Thaxter Theater, 420 Cottage Road,
Thu and Sun. For reservations, call
S Portland. Tickets are $5 for the
729-8584.
matinee, $6 evening and may be purMurder Among FrI.nds directed by
chased at the door.
Donald Marston Oct 28-29 at 8 pm at
Fr.e Clinic/workshop with jazz
The Center for the Arts 804
artist Frank Foster, leader of the Count
Washington, Bath. Tickets are $101$8.
Basie Orchestra Nov 5, 2:30-4 pm at
For more information, call 442-8455.
Corthell Concert Hall. USM Gorham. For
The L.st of the Red Hot Love,.
more infonnation, call 780-5256.
by Neil Simon Oct 26-29 at Russell Hall,
Count B.sl. Orchestra Black-Tie
USM Gomam. Showtime is Fri-Sat at 8
Dinner and Dance to benefit The Cumpm, Sun at 5 pm. TICkets are $6 for the
berland County Affordable Housing
public, $5 for seniors and $3 for
Venture Nov 5 at the Holiday Inn by The
students
. For more information, call
Bay, Portfand. For more information,
780-5483.
call 772-2811 .

classic+1
The HIIII.rd En_mble Oct 27, 7:30

Danc. perfonnance "Leg.nd"

will be performed Oct 27, 9 pm at the
Gorham Student Center, USM Gomam.
Free and open to the public.
Second Clly Th.at.r Improvisational comedy troupe perform Oct 28 8
pm at Pickard Theater, BOWdoin C~I
lege, BrunSWick. Tickets are $3. For
more information, call 725·3186.
A Walk In the Woods by Lee Bless109 Nov 3-20 at Portland Performing
Arts Center, 25A Forest Ave. Showtime
is Tue-Thu 7:30 pm, Fri 8 pm, Sat 5 and
9 pm, and Sun at 2 pm. Tickets are $8$19. Preview performanc;es Nov 1-2 at
7:30 pm ($8). For ticket information call
774-0465.
'
A ColI.ctlon of 0". Act Plays at
Luther Bonney Auditorium , USM Port.
land Nov 3-4, 6, 10· 12 at 8 pm (2 pm
show also on Nov 12). Three plays
"Act Without Words· by Samuel Beck~
ell, ·The Loveliest Afternoon of the
Year" by John Guare and "Pvt. Wars"
by James McLure. Tickets are $6 public, $4 students. For more information,
call 780-4049.
Seneca's Mectaa Nov 4-5, 11 -12 at 8
pm and Nov 6 and 13 at 2 pm at Gannett
Theater, Bates College, Lewiston. Admission is $41$2. For reservations cali
'
786-6135.
Brazilian mime Junior Rocha will
perform at the Theater of Fantasy Nov
5, 8 pm and Nov 6, 2 pm (Children's
matinee). Tickets are $5 Sat, $3 Sun.
For more information, call 775-5957.

pm. A recital of early sacred choral music: monastic songs from Aquitaine,
motets by Dufay and Ockegham, and
Dulay's Missa ·L'homme arme." At the
Chapel. Bowdoin College, Brunswick.
Muslca Femlna Music composed by
and performed by women Oct 27, 8 pm
at Corthell Concert Hall on the USM
Gorham campus. Janna MacAuslan,
guitarist, and Kristan Aspen , flute , will
perform works by Isabella Leonarda, an
Italian nun of the 17th century, Eliza.
Od.tta and Sw.et Hon.y In
beth Jacqhet de Ia Guerre, a composer
and harpsichordist from the court of
the Rock Oct 29 at the First Parish
Louis XIV, and Madam Sict1ey Pretten,
Church, Congress, Portfand. Showguitarist and teacher in Victorian Engtime IS 7 and 9:30 pm. Tickets $13.
For more information. call 774-0465.
land. The second half of the performance will showcase 20th century
Who Knows Oct 28-29 at the Intown
Pub, Brunswick. 729-1777.
composers in a wide variety of styles .
Grog Bums Oct 31 at the Barnhouse
Tickets are $7, $5 for students. For
more information, call 780-4083.
Tavern, Rt. 35, N Windham. 892~221 .
D.n Hicks & the Acoustic Wa... Portl.nd SIring Quart.t Oct 28, 8
rio... Nov 1 at the Tree Cafe, 45 Danpm at Immanuel Baptist Church, High
forth , Portland. 774-1441.
SI. , Portland. The quartet will perform
Cathy St.bblns Nov 2-3 at the Bam·
three more quartets in their series of
Beethoven's quartets: Opus 18 113,
house Tavern, Rt. 35, N Windham. 8922221 .
Opus 95 · The Serioso", Opus 132.
T,ckets are $10 and are available at
Scottish folk group Os.lan will
present an evening of traditional Celtic
Gallery Music, Starbird Music Shoppe,
music Nov 2, 8 pm , using a variety of
at the door, or reserved at 761 -1522.
different instruments from fiddle to harp
For more information, call 761 - 1522.
HIlliard Ens.mbl. of London See
to bagpipe at Olin Arts Center, Bates
listing above. Oct 29, 8:15 pm in Olin
COllege, Lewiston. Admission is $61$3.
Concert Hall, Bates College, Lewiston.
For advanoe reservations, call 7866135.
Tickets $8, $5 for students and seniors. For more information, call 786Las.rjam Nov 4-5 at the Barnhouse
6135.
Tavern, At. 35, N Windham. 892-2221.
Bam.y Martin Nov 4·5 at the Intown Music. Femlna See listing above
Pub, Brunswick. 729-1777.
~ 30 , 8 pm in Daggett Lounge, Bowdo,n College, Brunswick.
.... n R.dpath sings Scottish folk
H.llow.en Concert Organist Gerald
music Nov 5, 8 pm at the First Parish
Haunt.d Hous. at Super Shaw's
McGee and the Bowdoin College
Church , 425 Congress , Portland.
Plaza in S Portland Oct 27·30. Spon.
Chorale perform works by Bach
TICkets are $10 in advance, $12 at the
sored by the Portland Jaycees.
Langlais, Franck and Scwartz Oct 31'
door and are available at Gallery and
Haunted House is open Thu·Fri 6-10
Amadeus Music.
11 pm ~ the Chapel, Bowdoin College:
pm, Sat-Sun HO pm . Admission is $1.
BrunSWick. For more information, call
c+untry
Hallow•• n c.lebratlon for kids
725-3321.
of all .ges Oct 29, 9-11 am at the
Country Music Show Oct 29 at the Violinist Uck Kim will join the PortChildren's Museum, 746 Stevens Ave
Portfand Expo Center. Vern Gosdin AI
land Symphony Orchestra for two per.
P~rtland . Light breakfast, live enter~
formances on Nov 1-2 at 7:45 pm .
Downing and Malinda Liberty Perf~ a
talnment by magician Phil Smith, dunk.
benefit for the Kidney Foundation .
Works performed include "Textures· by
Ing for apples and plenty of "tricks or
Taro Takemitsu and Beethoven·s Sym.
Showtime is 7:30 pm. TIckets are $11
treats.· $5 for museum members, $7.50
phony No. 3 ("Eroica"). Tuesday's conand are available at TlCketron, Teletron
for non·members. Reservations 797cert will be preceded by a free concert
:;~.:~and Glass. For more info, call
KITE.
......
'
preview lecture at 6:30 pm. Tickets are
$9·$23. For tickets, call 773-8191 .

~j!1.1@~~ •••

Thursday 10.27
63 Eyes and Darien Brahms & Friends
Friday 10.28
Bebe Buell &The Gargoyles
RECORD RELEASE PARTY
with the Jonses
Be on T.v.! Live Video Thlecast!

'fuesday ILl
Dan (Hot Licks)
Hicks &The Acoustic Warriors

I buy all my accessories
at OPrIONS!

Wednesday 11.2
Burning Spear &His lOpe Burning Band
Thursday 11.3
Snatches of Pink and AScanner
Darkly with Laughing Academy
Friday 11.4
Pljama Slav. DIDCt!II

Saturday 115
JIiJa Skala Bim

•

&! nda, 116
TripSIWlllpeIJ'e

OpTIONS

Comil1( Soon:
Jonathan Richman 11.9
EvanJIims l The H·Bordoa 1110
Jadt Smith l The Rock.abilly Planet 11.11
SWAMMP Band 11.20 Ul
Ala B,.bne~lldie IIa.nds 11.25

a contemporary
collection of
unique fashions,
accessories and crafts

45 DanfOlih Street, POltland

36 Danforth St.

772-8607

Johnnl. Ro ••• nd P.ul H.roux

Hallow•• n Party All ages, costumes
welcome Oct 29, 2 pm at the Portland
Public Library. For more information,
call 773-4761 .

Hallow••n Haunt.d Hous. Party
Oct 28, 6:30-8 pm at the Portland
YMCA, 70 Forest Ave , Portland .
Haunted House, games, costume parade and refreshments for the entire
family. The party if free for YMCA members and childcare participants, $2 per
family for the public. For more information, call Jackie or Conrad at 874-1111 .
Annual Hallow••n Ba.h Oct 29 at
Zootz, 31 Forest, Portland.
Dark Ta". Oct 29, 8 pm at the Theater
of Fantasy, 50 Danf9rth Street, Portland. Scary stories, ghouls, ghosts and
dark humor. Featured pieces will include 'Death: ' Shadows' and lhe ' King
of Cats: Presented by Ught Theater.
Tickets are $5 adults, $2.50 children .
For ticket information, call 775-5957.

Mu.lcal Hallow •• n,Ev. Party

display new work Nov 4-30 at Barridoff
Galleries, 26 Free, Portland. Opening
reception Nov 4, 5-7 pm. Also at the
gallery a selection of 19th and early
20th century American Art. Hours:
Weekdays 10 am-5 pm, Sat 12 -4 pm.
772-5011.
H.yloft Art Soclely members will
show their work at the Portland Public
Ubrary Nov 2-29. Exhibit is open during
library hours: Mon, Wed, Fri 9-6, Tue,
Thu 12-9, Sat 9-5. 773-4761.

Bo.lon Artl.t St.v.n Mitchell
will exhibit new work Nov I -Dec 21 at
the AREA Gallery at the Campus Center, USM Portland. For more information , call 780-4090.
Kalherlne Axllrod and J 0 a n
R.dem.cher exhibit new painlings
at The Art gallery at Six Deering Street,
Portland. Opening reception Nov 4, 8-9
pm. Exhibit continues through Nov.
Hours: Tue-8at 11 am-5 pm for the first
two weeks of the month, by
appointment thereafter. 772-9605 .

ar+und town

Portl.nd Mu••um of Art Seven
Oct 30, 6 pm at Portland City Hall AudiCongress Square, Portland. Hours :
torium. Organ music for the season, ice
Tue-Sat, 10-5; Sun, 12-5; Free on
cream and the silent film , 'The lost
Thursday evenings, 5-9. Current exWorld.' The evening is sponsored by
hibits : Photographer Andre Kertesz
the Friends of the Kotzschmar Organ.
(1912-1985) 'Diary of Lighr (through
The concert and film are free but donaOct 30). Winslow Homer: Paintings of
tions will be gratefully accepted.
the Civil War (Oct 6-Dec 18). Judith
O,.on W.II •• ' radio dramatization of
Rothchild: From Collage into Relief (Oct
' The War of the Worlds' aired 50 years
28-Dec31).775-6148.
ago. A remake of H.G. Wells tale will be
Form. from Inner N.c ••• lly
aired on MPBN radio Oct 30 at 7 pm.
Works by Jane Wray at Artisan's
like Orson Welles' broadcast, you • Gallery, 334 Forest, Portland. Exhibit
might be persuaded to believe that
continues through Nov 30. 772-5522.
there are aliens traveling south on
Group .how with works by Carol
Interstate 295.
Bass , Audrey Code, Esther Gyory and
Th. Great Pumpkin Ball Oct 31, 8
Gregory Welch at the West End
pm - 12 am at the Sonesta Hotel, PortGallery, 34 Danforth, Portland. Hours:
land. Benefit for the Maine Special
Daily 11 am-7 pm. 775-7949.
Olympics with Eight to the Bar and QJ
Georg. "B•• '" BI.k. New waterGreg Powers. Tickets are $10 and are
colors at The Art Gallery at Six Deering,
available at the Record Exchange and
Portland. Hours: Tue-Sat .11 am-5 pm .
the Sonesta Hotel Gift Shop.
772-9605.
Shoe.tring Theat.,.. w••t End
P.sl.l. and Oils by Anthony
Halloween Parade Oct 31. Line-up
Petchkis at Greenhut Galleries, 146
is at 5:30 at the People's Building, 155
Middle, Portland. Exhibit continues
Brackett, Portland. Pageant at 6:15,
through Oct 28 . Hours : Mon -Sat,
parade begins at 6:30 . Adults are
10:30-5:30. 772-2693.
needed to help carry puppets. For more
J, Thom •• R, Higgins displays new
information, call 775-0105.
work at Barridoff Galleries, 26 Free.
Hallow.en P.rty .nd H.unted
Portland. Show continues through Oct
Hou.e at the Reiche Community Cen31. Also at the gallery a collection of
ter, Brackett, Portland on Oct 31. Party
19th and early 20th century art. Hours:
for kids ages 7 and under 5:30-7, ages
Weekdays, 10 am-S pm , Saturdays,
8-10 7:30-9. For more information, call
12-4 pm . 772·5011 .
874-8873.
Group .how at Hobe Sound Galleries
Portl.nd R.creatlon'. Hal,
North, One Milk Street, Portland. Show
lowe.n P.rty needs volunteers to
includes works by Noriko Sakanishi,
help with the games and haunted
Jack Muench, Guy Williams, David
house. An hour-long orientation will be
Driskell, Robert Eric Moore , Joe
held a few days before Halloween. The
Haroutunian, Don Stone, Tom Henparty is scheduled for Oct 31 , 5:30-9
nessey, Frank MelZ and Cabot lyford.
pm. For more information, call the CenExhibit continues through Nov 5.
ter for Voluntary Action at 874-1015.
Hours: Tue-Sat 10:30 am-5 pm. 773Weekly FI.a M.rk.t Sundays at the
275S.
Portland Expo Center, 239 Park Ave,
Broder.on'. B •• t Award-winning
Portland. First flea market is Oct 30, 9
advertising at the Payson Gallery of
am-4 pm.
Art, 716 Stevens Ave, Portland
Reception to honor BI.hop Ed,
(through Nov). Hours: Tue-Thu, 10 am·
w.rd O'L•• ry, Head of the Roman
4 pm, Thu 10 am-9 pm , Sat-Sun, I-S
Catholic Diocese in Portland Oct 30,
pm. 797-9546.
3:00 pm at the Augusta Civic Center.
G.II.ry 127, 127 Middle, Portland.
Vesper service and reception in honor
Abstract paintings by Glen Grafelman,
of the Bishop's retirement. For more
Portland's Michael Waterman, C.
information, call 773-6471 .
Michael lewis, John Hultberg and
handmade paper works by Diana Arcadipone. Also works by John
Dehlinger, lynn Drexler, Alex Gridzeijko, Eric Green , Richard Hutchkins,
Charles E. Martin, Graydon Mayer,
Chris Nielsen, Nick Snow, John Swan
and Gina Werfel. Hours: Mon-Sat 10
am-6 pm, Thu 10am-8 pm. 773-3317.
N.II Drobnl., blown and sand-easted
opening+
glass lorms. Stein Gallery, 20 Milk,
Th. Ch.mb.r of Comm.rc.
Portland (through Nov 8). Hours: MonBu.ln ••• Aft.r Hour. Oct 27,
Sat, 11 am-5:30 pm. 772-9072.
4:30-6 :30 pm at Baxter Gallery, 619 Spring Point Pottery, S Adams, S
Congress, Portland. Business After
Portland. Pottery exhibit. By appointHours is hosted by the Portland School
ment or chance 767-1350.
of Art and WCSH. 'Makers '88: a bienMain. HI.torlc.1 Socl.ty 48S
nial exhibition by rr,3mbers of the Maine
Congress , Portland. "Portland's lost
will
be
on
view.
AdCrafts Association
Youth: sketches of Portland from bemission is $5 for Chamber members, $8
lore the lire 01 1886 by Charles O.
for non-members. Advance reservation
Goodhue (1835-1910). Show continues
is recommended. For further informathrough Oct 31 . Hours: Tue-Fri , 9-5.
tion, call Virginia Armstrong at 772Thu until 7. 774-1822.
2811.
Caf. Alw.y. , 47 Middle, Portland.
Bird. Th.1 N.v.r W.re Sculpture
New work by lori Austill (through Dec
by Edwin Gamble at Hitchcock Art
1). 774-9399.
Dealers, 602 Congress St., Portland.
Afternoon G.II.ry, 49 Dartmouth ,
Opening reception Oct 27, 5-7 pm. ExPortland. Drawings and paintings by
hibit continues through November 30.
Warren Spaulding through October.
Hours: Thu 5-9 pm. 774-8919.
Hours: Wed-Fri I-S pm.

Judllh Rothchild: From Collag.
Into Rell.f The exhibition consists of

40 colorful collages and paintings by
New York artist Rothchild. Oct 28-Dec
31 at the Portland Museum of Art.
Gre.nhut Gall.rie. Original works by
Jo Ann Storer, Cynthia Costello, Peter
Kitchell, Anthony Petchkis, Claudia
Whitman at Greenhut Galleries, 146
Middle, Portland. (Nov 1-30) Hours:
Mon-Sat, 10:30-5:30. 772-2693.
Oil P.lntlng• • nd Gouache. by
Jill Hoy at Congress Square Gallery ,
594 Congress, Portland. Gallery talk
Oct 28, 3 pm . Opening reception Oct
28, 5:30 pm. The public is cordially invited. Exhibit continues through Nov
26. Hours: Mon-Sat 10 am-6 pm. 7743369.
M.de,ln,M.lne Exhibit at the USM
Art Gallery. Opening reception on Oct
30 at 1 pm. Hours: Sun-Thu 12-4 pm .
780-5009.

schools+libraries
Mak.,. 88 An exhibit of works by
members 01 the Maine Crah Association at Baxter Gallery, Portland School
of Art, 619 Congress, Portland. Exhibit
continues through Nov 17. Hours: MonFri, 10 am-5 pm (Thu until 7 pm), Sun,
11 am-4 pm. 775-3052.

Bowdoin ColI.g. Mu•• um of
Art, Brunswick. Hours: Tu....Fri , 10 am4 pm; Sat, 10 am-5 pm ; Sun , 2-S pm.
Harlem Renaissance: Art of Black
America (through Nov 19). The Print:
Old and Modem Masters through Nov
13.
Bo.ton Artl.t. Katy Helman and
John Tricomi show their new paintings
at the AREA Gallery at the Campus
Center at USM Portland (through Oct
29). Hours: Weekdays, 8 am-l0:3O pm,
Sat-Sun, 12-S:30 pm. 780-4090.

c ••• exhibits her work at the Portland Public
Library, Monument Sq, Portland
(through Oct 29). Exhibit is open during
Ii brary hours. 773-4761.
Origin. In M.lne Works on paper by
ltalo Scanga at the Museum of Art, Olin
Arts Center, Bates College, lewiston.
Exhibit continues through Nov 13.
Hours: Tue-Sat 10 am-4 pm, Sun 1-5
pm. 786-6158.
Abal .. ct p.lnt.r C.rol

out +f town
N.w Work by F ..../SI.de through
Nov 5 at O'Farrell Gallery, 46 Maine,
Brunswick. 729-8228.

Pholography by Ed Holcomb 01
Cape Porpoise will be on display at the
Attorney General Gallery Space located on the sixth floor, State Office
Building in Augusta through Dec 2. A
reception for the artist will be given on
Nov 10, 4 :30-6 :30 pm. Gallery hours:
Mon-Fri 8 am-5 pm. 289-2724.

E
Gall.ry t.lk "The language of Line:
Master Prints from the Permanent Collection" Oct 30, 3 pm at the Walker Art
Building, Bowdoin College, Brunswick.

taurant and Tavern

Thursday Oct. 27

The Dry Dock proudly presents

"Uitt HU.lf~

PLANET EARTH
REVIEW"

a sound and light show
highlighting the beauty
of 74 different countries
on five continents!
Showtime: 7:47 p.m.

Fri, &Sat, Oct, 28 &29

PUBLIC ACCESS: HERE, THERE AND EVERYWHERE

STEVE, HOWELL
& THE WOLVES

"","-'r--.

Tube stake

Fri, &Sat, Nov. 4&5

Blue Flames

Th. C.m.r. V.r.u. the
Sketchbook Oct 27, 8 pm. A lecture
given by William Strapp, curator of
photography at the National Portrait
Gallery. He will discuss the Civil war
photographer ' s
approach
to
oocumenting the war as compared with
that of Winslow Homer and other
sketch artists working for the illustrated
papers. At the Portfand Museum of Art.
Free.
Main. Arts Comml •• lon extends
the deadline to Nov IS for applications
to the Contemporary Visual Arts
Exhibitlon program. The program provides financial support for exhibitions
that promote the work of contemporary
visual, craft, and media artists in
Maine. Contact the Maine Arts Commission , Station 25, Augusta, Maine
04333 or 289-2724 for specific
eligibility guidelines.
A _Wom.n Artl.t'. .Journey A
slideshow presentation given by sculptor and psychotherapist Patricia Reis
Oct 28, 7:30 pm at the Proprioceptive
Writing Center, 39 Deering St. ,
Portland. $5 donation suggested. For
more information, call 772-1847.
Peggy and Bryce Muir, teacher and
adult toy maker, will present a slide
show on lawn decorations, a follow-up
to the publication of their recent book
'lawn Wars: Oct 28, 7:30 pm . Presented by the Union of Maine Visual
Artists. At the Maine Writers Center,
190 Mason, Brunswick. For more information, call 729-6333.

VI.ltlng Artl.1 Leclure S.rl••

OKTOBERFEST
Specials on, Beck's Bier all month

LUNCHEON
SPECIALS
Every day of the week
Serving from 11-9 weekdays
11-10 FRI and SAT and 12-9 SUN

UPCOMING SHOWS

HAPPY HOUR
4-7 MON.-FRI

October 28-29 - Broken Men
November 3 - Rigamarole
November 5 - The Band That Time Forgot
November 10 - Eight to the Bar
November 11 - Elvin Bishop
November 12 - Blues Prophets

on the waterfront
in the Old Port
..-3Rt

84 Commercial Street
Portland, ME • 774·3550

The Place~"~
425 Forest Avenue, Portland "
Near Interstate 295

Nov 2, 4 pm in Hastings lounge, USM
Gorham. Today's lecture will be given
by Dorothy Jensen. Free and open to
the public. For more information, call
780-S460.
Gallery t.lk "A Selection of Hellenistic
Terra-cottas from the Permanent Collection' given by D. Neel Smith, assistant professor of archeology Nov 2, 1
pm and Nov 6, 3 pm in the Walker Art
Building, Bowdoin College, Brunswick.
For more information, call 725-3151 .

774-2091

Phologr.pher N.nc. Tru.wor,
thy, author ef ' Maine in Four Seasons'

• PASTA DINNERS

will be at D.S. Lille!, 468 Fore, Portland
lor a book signing Nov 3, 4-7 pm. For
more information, call 772-3881.
P.lnter Beverly Hallam will show
slides 01 her recent airbrushed large
Hower paintings, and discuss her motivation, equipment and technique. Nov
4, 7:30 pm at the Maine Writers Center,
19D Mason, Brunswick. For more information, call 729-6333.

The Bluesbusters played to a SOld-out,
foot stomping crowd at Raoul's in July t 987.
They're coming back with the same all-star cast;
Catfish Hodge, Freebo, Brian Auger, Leo
Nocentelli and Larry Zack. You won't want to miss it!
Tickets just $8.

• SUBS

Entertainment Hotline775·2.8.

t

BUY • SELL • TRADE

Wise

Trading
Co. Inc.

498 Congress Street, Portland
772-3932
Diamonds • Gold • Silver • Watches
Rings • Stereos • TVs • Musical Instruments
Tools • Antiques • Guns • VCRs
4 STORES TO SERVE YOU

498 Congress Street, Portland • 330 Lisbon Street, Lewiston
155 Front Street, Bath • 185 Water Street, Augusta

• FRIED DINNERS
• COLD DRINKS

UWe

buy anything worth buying"

BUY • SELL • TRADE

"I must say that I find televi- and are seen by cable subscribsion very educational," ersinPortIand,SouthPortIand,
Groucho Marx once said, "The Falmouth, Cape EIizabeth,Scarminute somebody turns it on, I borough and Gorham.
Channel 4, though, is where
go to the library and read a
good book."
truly participatory TV is taking
Ah, but Groucho, we'd like to place in Portland. Only received
say, you smoked fat cigars, by Portland residents with
made outrageous jokes and cable, Channel 4 is Portland's
your fortune on television, and only public access station.
didn't have a chance to see what
As in each of the more than
cable TV has done for us all. 700 communities today with a
Cable has largely mooted the public access channel, Channel
point ofthe Big Three networks 4 was made available when the
and given us all a taste of the City of Portland's cable francrazy that you get from too chise agreement was written.
much choice. The reassuring In many ways we have a bestthing about the cable revolu- case scenario here: Portland
tion is that when the revolution Cable, in collaboration with the
came you probably didn't hear University of Southern Maine,
it because there was too much has made available the channoise.
nel, studios at 68 High Street,
Also lost amidst that noise equipment, and a budget for
were the revolutionary prom- local citizens to produce their
ises about public access and own shows, You can see the
quality local programming we results on Thursday evenings
heard back when the cable com- from 7 to 9:30 or so.
Before tuning in tonight, stop
panies were pitching their plan,
The rhetoric of participatory by the open house at the High
television has turned out to be Street studios. You'll get a tour
yet another Harpo line.
ofthe facilities, equipmentdemThe two exceptions are Chan- onstrations, see some clips, and
nels 4 and 16, the two channels get refreshed. You can sign up
of the Community Cable Net- forthenext free training classes,
work.
join the public access club, and
Channel 16 presents the get a handbook so, as Execuworks of the Southern Maine tive Director Kate Amo exCable Television Consortium, . plains, "you'll understand what
a dues-paying aggregation of you can and cannot do" at
over 25 local non-profit organi- Channel 4. Asicle from promotzations in the arts, health and ing your own lottery, asking
humanservices,education,and for money and making blue
government. The Consortium's movies, the sky is the limit.
The sky, in fact, is where
educational efforts. produced
at the facilities of the Commu- things are coming together for
nity Cable Network, are shown participatory TV advocates.
on Friday evenings from 7 to 10 The Deep Dish TV project, now
- ... ':,
::, .c... : ' :'.,
in its second year, is making
" ', ,. :'.<'. \ ';:-:'", , .... , .. "::'. available via satellite edited
.~ . ':" ,. ~. ,":,-.... .' .; <;ompila tions of independently
:,>:._' .,: ':: '. ::.. :.•. ,., produc~ ' l{)cal programming.
.-,1.."',:.>,,' ; ' The show.; .which runs for 18
.:- :.·, ··· : ~.~t:

<

: '"

,Ii·";!;·: ..··: ;

.

weeks through the summer, is
beamed up on Tuesday afternoons and is available to anyone with a dish - either at a
cable station or in your own
backyard.
The Deep Dish shows are
compilation tapes, usually
about an hour long, which
showcase public access-produced work centering around
an issue or a theme. Produced
as independent works by a different set of people each time,
the Deep Dish shows are essentially unconscious collaborations among viewer access mavens across the country.
Although Deep Dish has been
bedeviled by funding problems, the goal is not to make
money. (Viewers, in fact, are
encouraged to make copies of
theuncopyrighted tapes, which
make no payment to the producers whose work is excerpted.) The hope among
viewer access advocates is to
reach those viewers who share
a common dream of participatory television. The Deep Dish
project is a revolution still
wending its way out of the
pukka of locally produced,
grassroots television.
To get a schedule, or to urge
that Deep Dish network programs be shown in this area,
call Kate Arno, Executive Director of the Community Cable
Network, at 780-4493. To contact Deep Dish: Deep Dish Satellite Network, 339 Lafayette
Street, New York, NY, 10012,
(212) 420-9045.
Michael Hughes is a Portland
freelance writer who likes his TV like
he lik es his p izza.
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L.clure "D.nclng and the
Japane.. Anc••tr.1 F••tlv.l:
A W.y of T.lklng About
D •• th," given by Shuhei Kikkawa,
professor of literature and performing
arts, Tokishuma Burni University,
Japan on Oct 27, 7:30 pm in Daggett
lounge, Wentworth Hall, Bowdoin College, Brunswick.
La .. r lecture "Applications of Lasers
in Communications, Computers and Industry' will be given by Kumar Patel,
head of research at Bell Laboratories
on Oct 27, 8 pm in the Chase Hall
Lounge, Bates College, lewiston. Free.

Why the Nak.d Godd..... In
the F.mlnl.t Siudy A lecture on
Mantegna's "Parnassus' and 'Virtue
Expelling the Vices from her Garden:
given by Lesfie James Woodward, professor emeritus of Hispanic Studies, U.
of St. Andrews, Scotland. Oct 27, 7:30
pm, Beam Classroom, Visual Arts Center, Bowdoin College, Brunswick.

~I •••

• TAKE-OUT

3 - Hour Black & White Processing
Custom Enlarging
120 & 220 Developirg

MINUTE
PHOTO
INC.
37 Ocean Street
South Portland, Maine

04106
767"2007 Bill Ciccarone
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October 27. t . .e

The Hi.toricel Imperelive. of
our Sexuelity A lecture given by
Joan Nestle, author of "A Restricted
Country: on Oct 28 , 8 pm in Kresge
Auditorium , Bowdoin College ,
Brunswick.
Sympo.lum on electorel polltiea Oct 28, 8 pm. "The '88 Presidential
Campaign : The Importance of the Media, " with p~nelists Kathleen Hill
Jamieson, author of "The Packaging of
a President: and Robert Shrum ,
speechwriter for Jimmy Carter, Edward
Kennedy and others at Olin Arts Center, Bates College, Lewiston. Free.
Book Di.cussion Oct 29, 10 am at
the Falmouth Memorial Ubrary, 5 Lunt
Rd. This week's discussion is on "The
Phantom of the Opera" by Gaston Leroux. For more information, call 7812351 .
Book Discussion Nov I , lOam at the
Falmouth Memorial Ubrary, 5 Lunt Rd.
Th is week's discussion is on "The
Phantom of the Opera" by Gaston Leroux. For more information, call 781 2351.
Gorbechev:
The
Mergaret
Thetcher of the U.S.S.R,? is the
title of a lecture being given by Walter
Russell Mead Nov I , 12:30 pm in the
Campus Center, USM Portland. Free
and open to the public. For more information, call 780-4440.
Jung Semlner Symbols of the Unconscious: Analysis and Interpretation
Nov I, 4 pm in the Faculty Room , Massachusetts Hall, Bowdoin College ,
Brunswick. For more inforrl'ation, call
725-3151.
Women end the Courts A lecture
given by Portland lawyer Anita St. Onge
Nov 2, 4 pm in Beam Classroom, Visual
Arts Center, Bowdoin College,
Brunswick. For more information, call
725-3151 .
Acknowledging the Life Stories
of Youth Public forum Nov 2, 7 pm at
Catherine McAuley High School , 631
Stevens, Portland. Psychiatrist Robert
Coles leads a panel of four Maine young
people, demonstrating strategies he
has developed for encouraging
personal storytelling among adoles cents and children . Free and open to
the public. For more information , call
780-5078.
Adult Reeding Discussion Progrem Nov 2, lOam at the Scarborough
Public Library , 165 Black Point Road,
Scarborough. Gaston Leroux's ·The
Phantom of the Opera" will be dis- cussed. For more information , call 8834723 .
November Eggs & I •• ue. Portland Chamber of Commerce breakfast
meeting Nov 2, 7:15 am at the Holiday
Inn Downtown . This month's topic is "A
Look at the Portland Miracle Prospects for the Development of
Technology-oased Companies. - For
more information, call the Chamber at
772-2811.
Book discussion Nov 3,10:30 am at
Prince Memorial Library, Cumberland.
"West with the Night" It is not necessary to have read the book beforehand .
For more information, call 829-3180 .
The Mystery of Mysteries Nov 3,
7 pm . Lecture-discussion series on
mysteries at Thomas Memorial Library,
6 Scott Dyer Rd., Cape Elizabeth. The
topic of this week's discussion is "The
Existential OP: an examination of the
philosophical and sociological issues
posed by the works of Dashiell Hammett, Janwillem van de Wetering, and
philosopher-sleuth Josiah Thompson,
author of "Gumshoe: Reflections in a
Private Eye." For more information, call
799-1720.
Women Business Owner. of
Greeter Port lend mellt Nov 3, 6 pm
at the Daytime Center, North Deering
Congregational Church , WaShington
Ave, Portland . This month , Carol
Delisle of The Reading Workshop will
review the evolution if her business
from inception to the present day. For
reservations or information , contact
Becky Erickson at 761-0041.
Exaggeretion, Lying end Secrecy: Duplicity in Government
Lecture given by Sissela Bok, professor of philosophy, Brandeis College
Nov 4, 8:15 pm in Kresge Auditorium ,
Bowdoin College, Brunswick. For more
information, call 725-3151.
Jewish Book Felr Nov 6-10 at the
Jewish Community Center, 57 Ash mont, Portland. Emily Taitz , co-author
of "Written Out of History: Our Jewish
Foremothers" and other books, will prasent an overview of Jewish women
throughout the ages who have been
neglected by Jewish historical accounts on Nov 7, 7 pm. The program is
free and open to the public, but preregistration is required by Nov 2. Call
772-1959.
Self"Esteem Dey for Women A
workshop sponsored by the University
of Maine Cooperative Extension Service on Nov 19. The day will include
mini-lectures, group discussions and
individual activities. Women who attend
the workshop will become aware of behavior, attitudes and relationships as

they develop a personal understanding
of self-esteem . Program is free , but
workshop size is limited. Registration
deadline is Nov 11 . For more information, call 780-4205.
The Peery-MecMlllen Arctic
Museum at Bowdoin College is looking for volunteers to conduct tours ,
work at reception desk, assist with
special education outreach projects
and host selected exhibition openings
and special events . Meeting for
prospective volunteers is being held
Oct 31, 1 pm at the museum. For more
information, contact Sieglinde Alexander at 725-3062.
Like books? The Portland Public library is looking for a volunteer to keep
records on the books that have been
withdrawn. familiarity with a computer
terminal is helpful, but your ability 10
learn to use one is essential. Time
commitment is 4 to 8 hours per week.
For more information, call the Center for
Voluntary Action at 874-1015.
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Let's Elect

PETER MURRAY
to represent our

neighborhood in Augusta!
LONGFELLOW CRUISES THROUGH WINTER ON THE WEEKENDS!
EVERY SUNDAY
Sunday Brunch Cruise

Libbytown

Stroudwater

11:30 to 3:00 p.m. Buffet Brunch with entertainment by

Capisic

EASTERN STANDARD TIME TRIO

performing Cole Porter, Duke Ellington & the great old standards.
$25 per person, reselVations required.

October 29
RED LIGHT REVIEW COSTUME PARTY
8:00-11:00p.rn. $12.50 per person

Sagamore
For Voter Registration,
Absentee Ballots or Rides to the Polls

by Mike Quinn

Call 772-3811

GREAT TEAMS, NO REWARD

Coming Events: 1banksgiving Cruise Feast, Carrolling on the Bay, Christmas parties, New Year's parties

LONGFELLOW
CRUISE LINE
Debete U.S. Senator George Mitchell
and Republican challenger Jasper
Wyman debate at 8 pm. Broadcast on
channell 10 and MPBN radio .
(Rebroadcast on Oct 30, 2 pm on channel 26)
Demonstration at Saco De"
fense System. Oct 30, 12 noon.
Car pools will be leaving from the parking 101 at 155 Brackett Street at 11:30
am. For more information, call PAUSICA
at 773-7873 .
Pre-election debate "U.S. Foreign
Policy and Third World Debt" Oct 30, 7
pm in Moulton Union, Bowdoin College,
Brunswick. For more information, call
725-3151.
Je.per Wyman, Republican candi date for the U.S. Senate will be at
Daggett Lounge, Wentworth Hall, Bowdoin College, Brunswick on Nov 3, 7
pm . For more information, call 7253151 .
Peece Vigil every Wed at noon. Monument Square, Portland_

PORTI.AND DISTRICT 28
Western Prom

No. ] Long Wharf (at the base of Exchange St.) Portland .(207) 774-3578

The Boston blues
for State Representative +
Paid (or by Pc:tct Murray Cor State Rqxescntative Committee

[flOOD Com put e r
O[flDD Consulting &
OOmD Programming
OOO~ Associates
U,N.I_X. SYSTEMS
P.C. NETWORKING
SOFTWARE AND HARDWARE
MAINTENANCE
CUSTOM PROGRAMMING
EDUCATIONAL AND TRAINING
SEMINARS
509 Forest Ave., Portland, ME 04101

Cesco Bey Bicycle Club Ride every Thursday at 6 pm . 10-20 miles .
Meet at Pat's Pizza on Route 1 in Scarborough. After ride join the group for a
pizza . For more information , call
799-1085.
A Year In the North - Acro.s
Canede by Cenoe A multi-media
slide program highlighting a 416-day,
2,OOO-mile canoe journey across
Canada Oct 28, 7:30 pm at the L.L.
bean Casco Street Conference Center
located off Rt. 1 in Freeport. Free and
open to the public.
Farmers' Winter School Five sessions on agriculture being offered by
the University of Maine Extension Service. Sessions offered on Nov 5, 14,
21 , 28 and Dec 5 in Portland and
Auburn. For more information, call 7804205.
Field Dres.lng. Cutting end
Storing Your Game Nov 2, 7:30
pm. Free public clinic at the L.L. Bean
Casco Street Conference Center,
Freeport.
Woodward. - A Weekend for
Women Nov 4-6 with the Appalachian
Mountain Club. Course offered at the
Pinkham Notch Camp and examines the
influence of nalure on women's lilerature and personal creative writing. For
information, call 603-466-2727.

774-8242

We fingered the culprit.
OK. We know you love Casco Bay
Weekly for the cover stories, the
Calendar, the columns, the Real Puzzle
and Updates - but you could do
without being fingerprinted every time
you pick one up, right?
Right.

Weyslde Evening Soup Kitchen
needs people to help with meal preparation on the second Fri of each month ,
4-6 pm. Meals are served from 6-7. For
more information, call the Center for
Voluntary Action at 874- 1015.
A Heelthy Dey For Women Oct 29
A full -day conference on women's
physical, emotional and spiritual health
is being offered by the Dept of Community Programs at USM, Mercy Hospital
and Lifeline. The primary goal of the
program is to promote a positive attitude about women's "taking charge" of
their health.Registration begins at 7:45
am at the Campus Center at USM Portland. The cost for the entire day, including lunch, is $45. For more
information, call 879-3486.
Eetlng for a Healthy Heert Nov I,
7 pm Lecture at Westbrook Community
Hospital, 40 Parl< Rd. Westbrook. Free
and open to the public. For more information, call 854-8464 .
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Starting with th is issue, Casco Bay
Weekly is being printed with a special,
low-rub ink. No more blackened
fingers, dirty hands or ink-smudged
clothes.
Because at Casco Bay Weekly. we
want to rub you the right way.

CARLSON~

C§fTURNER

From the 30x30 ft, deck
of this condo in
excellent West End
location, 2 Bedrooms.
fully applianced
kitchen and much
more.
Call today for your
showing.
John Hatcher
773-8224

~21
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ANTIQUARIAN BOOKS

-

-

-

-

- -

- -

BOUGHT
AND SOLD
PRINTS, MAPS,
AUTOGRAPHS

773-4200

.

APPRAISALS
SEARCH SERVICE
OVER 40,000 BOOKS
IN STOCK
241 CONGRESS STREET

.

Portland is a great city for
many reasons, not the least of
which is that it is within striking distance of Boston. With a
decentcar,fivedollarsforgasoline, $4.30 for toils, an arm and
a leg for parking, and a friend
with tickets, the professional
world of sports can be viewed
beneath your respective souvenir hat ofthe Red Sox, the Patriots, the Celtics or the Bruins.
There are frequent occasions
when I drift off and dream of
having grown up in a remote
crook of Aroostook County, a
content, happy-go-lucky potato
farmer (oh-oh, here come the
letters) who could care less what
silly games funny-dressed
grown men in Boston played
for obscene amounts of money,
Usually this dream ends in a
merciless snowstorm or with
my key being snapped off in
my car door during Caribou's
sub-zero temperature. Upon
the return to reality, I run for
the edifice that looks most like
Fenway Park or Boston Garden.
Of course, it is no mystery
why the world's best heart
surgeons and heart transplanters live and work in the Boston
area. It is because of the record
number of collective broken
and shattered hearts ofthe city's
sports fans.
While we' re still puzzling
about this year's World Series,
remember this is the 10th anniversary ofBucky Dent's miraculous three-run homer off Mike
Torrez. Dent's incredulous
bloop dinger erased a 2-0 Red
Sox lead and was responsible
for the single-da y intensi ve care
record at Boston General, also
costing Boston a shot at the
Series_
Two years ago in the ninth
inning of the sixth game of the
Fall Classic, the Red Sox were
on three separa te occasions one
strike away from the championship, leading 4-2. Well, Boston managed to lose the lead
and then lose the game as
Mookie Wilson's ground ball,
as large as a Boston-Bangor

freight car, rolled between Bill
Buckner's gimpy knees. Two
million simultaneous Boston
heart attacks resulted and only
a handful were saved.
The Red Sox are not the only
culprit in the campaign to give
an entire city cardiac arrest.
Take the New England Patriots
- please.
Doug Flutiewill probably win
10 games in a row throwing 50yard Hail Mary touchdown
passes to activated cheerleaders. Here's the big question what happens when the Patriots get to the Super Bowl? If
history is any judge, don't bet
the ranch, ~untie Em. A couple
of years ago the Patriots did
make it to the Super Bowl after
winning three incredible playoff games on the road. To refresh your memory, the Chicago Bears made the Patriots
look like a remedial Pop Warner
team, humiliating them 46-10.
Die hards became dead hearts
halfwa y through the first quarter.
The revered Boston Celtics are
a different story altogether.
They have won more championships than one can count on
three hands. Many Boston physicians prescribe season's tickets to the Celtics games for recovering heart patients from
other Boston teams. This medical advice was solid up until
last June when the Celtics' tickers slowed down and they got
throttled by the Detroit Pistons.
This hoop let-down transpired
after Larry Bird played a brilliant seventh game in the Eastern Division semifinal series
against Atlanta. Bird, who just
signed a $12 million dollar
contract, owes us all one, especially Boston's weak-of-heart.
The pro-woes continue on ice
with the Boston Bruins. The big
bad Bruins, parents of our own
Maine Mariners, boast of couple
Stanley Cup trophies - but they
haven't won one recently. Last
year they came close, but no
panatela. Right there is the
Boston secret to maximum fan
disappointment: get to the finals playing wonderfully, and
then lose. The later you lose,

the more it hurts. True to Boston form, the Bruins did lose in
the finals to the Edmonton Oilers, then featuring unmarried
Wayne "Canada Forever"
Gretzky.
Is there an answer for the
frustrated Boston fan, something to do to preserve one's
health? Yes, if you love baseball, start rooting for the Texas
Rangers. If you're into a queasy,
helpless feeling, continue to
root for the Red Sox because in
the World Series and other critical games, they will reward you
with a barium enema every
time.
Other sports teams to root for
if you want to remain in Boston
but stay happy in the cellar are
the New York Jets in football,
the Charlotte Hornets in basketball, and the Minnesota
North Stars in hockey.
There is another philosophy
to counter the "Boston Blues"
that is often espoused by wives
and girlfriends. What they chip
in is "Relax, it's only a game."
Nothing could be further from
the truth. When a Boston team
is playing for a world championship it's like life and death ...
only more important.
A wise college coach once
said, "Sixty billion Chinese
don't give a damn whether we
win or lose." The Chinese thing
may be on the mark but Bostoniansareadifferentbreed. They
want to win it all and will not
accept excuses. They love their
heroes and crucify the goats,
And they spend a lot of time in
conference with their heart
doctors plotting a strategy for
survival.
Just between you, me, and
the foul pole, if the Red Sox do
ever win the World Series in
our lifetime, I think the shock
will kill us all- but what a way
to go!
I'll miss the Celtics unless
there is cable in heaven.
Mike Quinn, a Portland freelance
wr~er, had a combination pacemakerl
remote control implanted following the
lasl Celties season.

It's Everyone's Turn For Seconds
Krites, those carnivorous
"Critters" from outer space,
are back for seconds in
CRITI'ERS 2--THE MAJN
COURSE. Krite eggs have
been hatching and the blood·
thirsty hairballs are eager
to partake in their favorite
pasttime-- eating.In no time,
Critter eggs are popping open
everywhere- a field full of
livestock becomes a gigantic
feeding ground, and local res·
idents are disappearing by the
mouthful. Fortunately, three
bounty hunters from space, Ug,
Lee and Charlie, ore flying back
to eradicate the problem. But
can they wipe oUllhe Critters
before Grovers Bend is erased
from tbe map?

LoNNNG DIVISION

This week's puzzle is three simple (yeah, they
really are) math problems written in the form of
anamorphic projections. People who wear prescription lenses may want to try these wIth theIr
glasses off. If you can, write the solutions below.

11 ____________________
21 ___________________

31 ______________________

Can you solve the Real Puzzle?
If so, there could be a $20 gift certificate for
Alberta's in it for you (first prize). Or tickets for
two on Longfellow Cruise Lines (second prize).
Winners wiJI be selected from among the correct
entries by a random drawing. Contestants arc
ineligible to win more than one prize in a fourweek span, and only one entry is allowed per
contestant.
All entries for this week's Real Puzzle must be
received by noon Wednesday,November2. The
solution to this week's Real Puzzle wiJIappcar in
the November 10 issue of Casco Bay Weekly.
Send your best guess to:

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

For Holiday Gift Giving ...

Photo restorations
Remember that old

PORTLAND'S LARGEST SELECTION

photograph you found?
Remember how it made you
feel? You can share the

The Real Puzzle 1/22
Casco Bay Weekly
187 Clark Street
Portland, Maine 04102

2

3

memories. Plan now

• 1988 UnIted FeBture Syndicate.

to have it restored in
SOLUTION TO REAL PUZZLE

1)
2)
3)
4)

Saab
Honcla
Austln-H •• lay
Farrari
5) .Jaguar
6) Chevrol.t
7) Volksw.gan
8) Audl
9) MG
10) Pontl.c
11) Marcedas Banz
12) Mazda
13) Ford
14) Po..che
15) Nls. .n
18) Cltro.n

#20

~

~!

.I '" iI,~, ~! ~~~~arlln

32
14
13

5055
944

5

X.J6
CRXSI
RX7
XR7
2000GTV
DB5
DMC12
300SL
442
308GTSI
3000
124
4000CS

2

12
20
29
21
23
28
28
4
3
19
8

T

17)Subaru
18) Toyota
111) Flat

9
31
24
26
18
22

23) Delo,.an

6

24) Lancia
25) Volvo
26) Da18un
27) Buick
28) Oldsmobile
29) Alta·Romeo
30) BMW
31) M.rkur
32) P.ugeot

1
16
7

27
10
22
30
15
17

time for the holidays.

TD
XR4T1
B20
B210
MR2
244DL
55409
gOOS
2CV
CTI
225
6000STE
TR6
2002
300ZX
CLiO

~u~
25%
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ALL
HALLOWEENIE STUFF
Thursday thru Halloweenie
•
•
•
•

This week's winners arc Marian Bouchard of
South Portland for the Alberta's gift certificate
and Hal Zarowitz of Falmouth wins the tickets
for a Longfellow Cruise.

Psycho Masks
Psycho Make-up
Psycho Pumpkins
Eerie Dangling
Psycho Decorations

Psycho SeNice at the check-out
counter Thursday thru Halloween only!!
cards. gifts and goodies
3 moulton st. portland. me 04101
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MY BROTHER. ALWAYS
I-IATe;1) WAS HA'IING TO WAIT IN THE C.AR.
YOu. CANNOT DO A MORE BoRIN~ fXPtRIEWeE
IN YOU~ LIFE. fO\{ AWHILE, WE INVENl£D
SOME GAMES BASEO ON'WHAT IF THE CA~
WAS IN RE.A,I.IT,( TI\E OCEA N.·
TI\E THING

AND

/~~ :
~~~

--

CINE WAS WIlEItE MY BROTH ER ARNOI.D IS
FLIPPER,ONL.Y HE SECRETLY TuRNS OUT TO
BE THE EVIL HIPPEFl . AND Tt\EN I'M SuO
HIS HUMArrFRIENO WI\O liAS TO i<EEP
,
SWIMMING AWAY FROM tllM IN HORROR.
N~TVIlA\.L'j I WANTED TO BE e;VIL FLIPPER,
Bllr MY SROTI\ER SAID IF HE HAD TO 6E BvD,
\-IE WOULON'T PL.AY· IT J\15T WOVLDN'T BE
WO[l:fH tT TO HIM.

progam served 137 people with 51
volunteers last year. For more information, contact Maine handicapped
Skiing. Sunday River Ski Resort, RFD
#2, Box 1971 , Bethel, ME 04217 or call
8221-3018.

You need it yesterday, We'll have it for you tomorrow.
That fast. Any size sign. Lettering up to 13", Your
choice of color and typestyle. Computer cut vinyl
lettering, Whatever your signage needs. Tomorrow,
..
That fast.

243 Falmouth Road
Falmouth, Maine 04105

Divorca P...pectlvas meets Weds
at 7:30 pm at Wood lords Congregational Church , 202 Woodfords St. Portland. The topic for Nov 2 is "The Importance of Grieving· led by John
Stephenson. For more information, call
Ingrahm Volunteers at 773-5516.
Culinary Haarls Kitch ... Low fat,
low cholesterol meals. Demonstration,
samples and recipes. An open house
will be held Nov 2. 5:30·7 pm in class·
room #7 01 the Dana Center at Maine
Medical. To register call, 871-2511.

COM PAN Y

$500 OFF PURCHASE OF $5(pI OR MORE

A· Aa.A.
EPISODE WOV~D STAR1 8Y ME DOIN6 THE
THeME MLiSIC AND REALIST I C SWI/ilMlij6 MOTHE

ON TII~ iOP PAR, OF THE fRONT
SH T. THEN COMES TKe PAR'\, WHERE FtIPP~R
Tv(l.NS E','II. AND CO/ilES uP FRoM l-hS HIDE'AWAY ON THE noOR OF THE BACK SIiAT AND

TioNS

HAS TO KIL.L ME VSING NO HANDS. FI~AL\'
I WOULn fALL OFF THE SEAT AND f'LIPP~~
WOULD GIVE eVIL (,AUGHTE
THEN IT
WOII(,O 6f -mE END.

WE PLA';)ED 11' AL.~ TI-I6 TIME AT FIRST AND
THEN, I OON'T KNOw WKIj SUT W'"

SOR.T OF STOPPED.
•
.. .JL4ST
-ONE NIGHT IN THe SEAR.S PARKING LOT
I ASKED M'f. BROTHER DID HE WANT To '
PLAY IT AGAIN , ·'NAH." HE SAID. AN D
THeN WE JIAST SAT THERE STARING OVT
WINDOWS AND NOT EVEN TALKINQ.
- SOMeTH1 t"6 HAD HAPPENED. I DIDN'T KNOW
Wl\~r, BUT SM\enHNG Il~O HAPPENED
FoReVER .

207773·6809

Located
in Portland's

Old Port,
Dos Locos offers a
varied Mexican menu, complete with appetizers,
full meals and a full bar, all at reasonable prices.
TAKE-OUT available.
LUNCH MON-SAT
DINNER EVERY NIGHT 7 DAYS A WEEK
92 Exchange St., Portland 775-6267

The Photo Finish

Maine's only exclusive custom black and white processing lab
SPECIALIZING IN:

Photo restorations
Copying old and faded photographs
Black and white processing and printing
B&W prints from color slides
10 Exchange Street, Rm.207 • Portland, Maine 04101 • (207) 761-5861

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

NY5CA aaak.tb.1I Co.ch.s
ClInic on Nov 1 and 3, 6-9 pm to certify
coaches for the season. Registration
fee is $15. For more information, call
John Wane at 874-8790.
M.n'a "Ov.r 30" aasketb.1I
League begins in November and runs
through March. Games will be played
on Wed and Sun evenings at the Public
Safety Building. There are a few more
openings for any interested teams who
would like to participate. For more information. call John Wane at 874-8790.
Adult Co·Ed VolI.yb.1I Fridays
6:30-8:30 and Saturdays, 12-2:30 pm
at Reiche Community Center Gym, 166
Brackett. Portland. Session starts Nov
4 and 5. $1 .50 for residents, $2.50 for
non-residents . For more information,
call 874-8873.
F.... skIIng Maine Handicapped Skiing
is looking for volunteers to give a day
working one-on·ane with handicapped
skiers in exchange for a 'complimentary
lift ticket to Sunday River Ski Resort for
a day. Intermediate or advanced skiers
are needed. This program runs for 10
weeks Jan through Mar, mid·week and
non·holidays. Training clinics will be
held in Dec. Maine Handcapped Skiing

Ea.., .... and .... An afterschool
program Nov I, 3-4 pm at the Children's
Museum. 746 Stevens Ave , Portland.
Examination of the variety and com·
plexity of dilferent animal ears com·
paring these to the human ears. Free
with museum admission . Reservations,
797-KITE.
Klnd.rkonz.rts A percussion trit'
from the Portland Symphony Orchestra
will present a concert for kids al the
Italian Heritage Center in Portland. Nov
2-3, 9:30 am, 10:30 am and 1 pm. Tick·
ets are $1 .50. For more information, call
799-5551.
Comput.r Workshop Nov 5, 12 &
19, 10-11 am at the Children's Museum,
746 Stevens Ave, Portland . A threepart workshop will meet on three consecutive Saturdays covering all as·
peets of personal computing lor the
whole family. Class limited to six lami·
lies. $5 for museum members, $7.50 lor
non· members. Reservations , 797·
KITE.
B.sk.tball Clinic Portland Rec will
conduct co·ed instruction and intramural play for children ages 10 and under
on Saturdays, Nov 5·Dec 10. The clinics will be held 10 am-12 noon at Reiche
Community Center, 166 Brackett and
Riverton Community Center, 1600 For·
est Ave. $5 registration fee . For more
information, call 874-8793.
J.wlsh Book Fair Nov 6·10 at the
Jewish Communily Center. 57 Ash·
mont, Pordand. Children'S day is Nov 6,
beginning with a pancake brunch at
11 :30 am. Storyteller Jackson Gillman
performs at 12:30. magician Phil Smith
at 1 pm . Cost is $6 adults, $4 for kids.
Registration by Nov 2. at 772. 195•

October 27, i . . .

biZ services

Casco Bay Weekly Classifieds are the marketplace that
well over 16,000 active readers tum to first whenever
they're in the market for goods or services ... even real
estate, roommates , and relationships. To place your ad,
simply fill out the convenient ·do-it-yourself· form
appearing on this page, then mail or deliver it along with
payment to Casco Bay Weekly, 187 Clark Street,
Portland, Maine 04102. If you have questions, please
call 775-660 1.

AFFORDABLE OFFICE

MAINELY
FRIENDS

CLASSIFIED POLICY

....A very affordable
match making service
for people of allliIestyles. We offer low
prices and high quality

Classified ads must be paid for in advance. We accept
cash , personal checks , money orders , VISA and
MASTERCARD. Consult the RATES in the AD FORM
below to determine the cost of your ad. FOUND ~ems
are listed free as a public service. DEADLINE for all
types of classified advertising is Monday at 3:00 pm for
the following Thursday's edition. Ads received after the
deadline will be run starting with the next issue. CBW
will not print ads that seek to buy or sell sexual services
for money or goods, or ads with purely sexual content.
CBWwili not print full names, street addresses or phone
numbers in the PERSON TO PERSON section .
PERSON TO PERSON advertisers MUST either provide
a Post Office Box number in their ad our use the CBW
BOX SERVICE (rate information in AD FORM). All information pertaining to PERSON TO PERSON
advertisers is kept strictly confidential. Casco Bay
Weekly reserves the right to categorize, refuse or edit
ads due to inappropriate content, etc. CBW shall not be
liable for errors of omissions in, or a failure to insert, any
advertisement for which it may be responsible, beyond
actual space occupied by the ad in which error, omission or failure to insert occurred. Classified ads are not
refundable.

626-0195

notices

FOR ANY AND ALL of
your Real Estate needs commercial, income or a
home - call Alex Greenwald,
775-3567.

Vote!

for

yard sales

Count,Y
CommiSSIOner

Thesday, November 8
~~:r!...~~j'"
eot.mM~, Tr.....,.

REAL ESTATE INDEX
for rent. apartments
for rent. houses
for rent. office
for rent • retail
fOr rent. vacalion
for sale. commercial
for sale. residential

fljllhfjU.

- - ---1

Up to 30 words
31-45 words
46-60 words
Each Add'i word
CBW Box Service

$ 5.00
$ 7.00
$ ••00

$ 7.00
$ •.00
$11.00
$ .21
$ 5.00

$ .15
$ 3.00

FOR DISPLAY CLASSIFIED (BORDERED ADJ RATES
CALL LEW BEDELL AT CBW: 77weG1
Please read the CBW CI...lfled Policy before completing this form .
Write legibly or type, and use additional paper nnecessary.

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

I
I
I
I

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
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,.76 PONTIAC ' VEN TURA, 73 .,000 miles, V-B.
Runs well. $300. 772-1904.

73 VW BUG Body needs
work.
Excellent engine .
Must sell. Call Connie, 7741260.

PREFERRED CATEGORY:

TOTAL WORDS: _ __

BASIC RATE (from above)

+ _ _ EXTRA WORDS AT _ _ ¢ EACH

+

CBW BOX SERVICE (optional)

+

SUBTOTAL
NUMBER OF WEEKS YOU WANT AD RUN
TOTAL ENCLOSED

I
I
I
I

x

Nol for publlcallon:
We need the following information to print your act It will be held in strict confidence.
NAME
ADDRESS
CITY

STATE

ZIP

DAYTIME PHONE NUMBER
PAYMENT METHOD

Check _

Money Order

Credit Card II

MasterCard
Exp . Date

Signature

COMPLETE THIS FORM & MAIL OR DELIVER TO:

Visa

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

CALL TODAY!

YAMAHA DX27 SYNTH
with case, stand & accessories. Excellent condition,
$450. Peavey KB300 keyboard amp, excellent condition, $300. Both new and
rarely used. 761-1685.

:

~EEKL"'V" I
I CLASSIFIED DEPARTMENT. 207/775-6601 I
I 187 CLARK STREET, PORTLAND, MAINE 04102 I

I C:.A..SC:C» B.A.."'V"

I
I

$ W. Buy Good
Used Books $

•

Call 775-3233

1-4 pm, Mon-Sat

1[*J;iI"t~.
LOVE MUSIC? Start instrumental music lessons
this fall in piano, drums, accordion or recorder. All
ages. Have car, will travel.
Call Sandy 772-5636 or Jean
767-3542.

(207)767-6150

Plus an outstanding benefit package.
Flexible schedules. Contact Sylvia Conley,
RN, ADNS weekdays at 774-2623.

RADON AIR TEST KIT
$25 each. On site test by
technician within 15 miles of
Portland, $39.95. Includes
detector, placement, pick-Up
and report. 97% accurate.
Call Dana, 774-8194.

HOUSESITTER Professional, single, responsible
woman, non-smoker, looking
for home to care for. Will
gladly look after pets, plants
and housekeeping. Call Kate
after 5:00 pm, 775-0343.

'''The Barron Center
...Because Portland Cares"

~
lijf.l~~

I

FLUTE
FOR
SALE
Gemeinhardt, silver, good
condition, clean. $175 w/
music stand and lesson
books included! Call Gwen
at 774-8831 or leave
message.

I
I
I
I

'-'----------------

I
I
I

,/

bod & soul

CAPE ELIZABETH 2 females seek 1 for spacious 3
bedroom home. 1 112 bath ,
huge yard, fireplace. $330
includes utilities. Available
11/1 . Call 799-4551
WEST END - Roommate
wanted for quiet, big , pleasant apt. M or F fine. No pets
preferred, but may be able to
accommodate. Very reasonable rent. Call 774-1597
eves or weekends.

Casco Bay Wukly is looking for someone to distribute
papers and oversee its circulation effort. Must be
reliable, friendiy, insured and available all day
Wednesday, 6 to 8 hours Thursday, and a f"w hours
Friday-Saturday. Approximately 30 hours overall.
Full-time potential. If you fulfill all requir!,ments but
don't have a van, call anyway. Contact Gary at
775-6601.

C:P~Q
BAY

entertainment or Ire

-

PLAN A LITTLE MUSIC
for your Thanksgiving,
Christmas and New Year's
festivities . Hire an ensemble
from Accordion Plus. Sandy
772-5636; Jean 767-3542.

ORE INFORMATION CALL 883-5700 OR 883-5817

C.:!

aSSlle WO'RK!

Call 772-6672

WOMEN'S THERAPY
Groups now forming with low
self-esteem, unhappy relalionships, lack of assertiveness, and/or who are children of dysfunctional families. Some openings in Monday a.m. group, additional
group on Wednesday
evenings beginning Nov 2.
MASSAGE THERAPY is For further information and/or
now available at Bay Side registration, contact Cheryl
Styling, 47 India Street, Aronson, M.A. at 772-3176.
Portland. Elizabeth London,
LPN is a graduate of the JOURNEY INTO SOUL·
Portland School of Massage making - A weekend to
Therapy and a member of the explore inner life. November
American Massage Therapy II , 12 & 13. Dwinnell & Hall.
Assoc iation .
Massage 207/799- 1024.
Therapy helps reduce stress
and
imp r ove
health . CLASSIFIEDS THAT
Available Mon-Wed-Sat by WORK. That's what you get
appointment. Call 772-8690. in Casco Bay Weekly.

FOREST GLEN: Country
living in the city. 1500 Forest
Avenue, Portland. The quality place. Light & bright 2BR.
WIW carpet, large rooms ,
huge closets, wId hook-up.
Ouiet neighborhood. No
pets: $569 + utilities. 7978368.

SWF, down to earth, who
enjoys life seeks successful , attractive, sensitive
SWM, early - mid 20's for
friendship, romance and adventure. She's not into partying , but she loves a good
time. Please respond to
CBW#142.

Here, every week,
in Casco Bay Weekly!

HOW TO RESPOND to
advertisers using CBW Box
Service: Write your letter 10
the Person-to-Person person
of your choice and seal it up
as you would any other piece
of mail.
Address it to :
Casco Bay Weekly, caw
1/
, 187 Clark Street,
Portland, Maine 04102. We
will forward your letter,
unopened, to the boxholder
within 48 hours!
SWF, 25 Attractive, honest, sensitive, compassionate, fun loving, college educated professional seeks the
same traits 1n a single male,
age 25-32.
I enjoy the
outdoors , sports, dining out,
dancing, travel, music and
the ocean. I'm new 10 Portland and would like to become friends and maybe
more. Please respond to
CBW 11139.

TWO ROOM apartment
on Congress Street, right
accross from the Good Egg .
Lots of closet space. Clean .
$315 + utilities. Available
Nov 1. For more info call Ann
at 775-6601.

APARTMENTS AVMLABLE NOW
=OLDPORTARMS=
Truly stylish living
in the heart of the Old Port!

Gassy one-bedroom apartments!
From $450 to $475 (plus heat)
per month!

EASY ACCESS -1 mile to Route 295
CONVENIENT - to all intown businesses
POPULAR LOCATION - in Old Port Port area
QUALITY LMNG -fully equipped kitchens
TROUBLE FREE -24-hour maintenance
Lease, security deposit, references required
Sorry, but we can't allow pets

For More Information contact
CONNIE MARSHALL. 797-0223 Weekdays
SPECTRUM,lnc. is a top quality management company
that cares for
needs

SWM, 311, accountant,
wears hearing aids, likes the
arts, travel, keeping fit,
wants 10 meet attractive, interesting lady. Let's do
something nice togetherl
P.O . Box 5287, Augusta, ME
04330.
DO YOU THINK Michael
Jackson and Diana Ross are
the same person? "so, we
should meet. GWM, 24, tall,
trim! Offbeat good looks. I
enjoy the usual (fireplaces ,.
dining out) , but I especially
enjoy the unusual (house
music, Schwarzenegger
films) . If you are a like
minded GWM 22-30 and are
looking for an excruciatingly
fun friendshiplrelationship
please reply to CBW Box
11138. No mall queens ,
please.

ATTRACTfVE, intelligent,
honest SWM, 32, kind, good
sense of humor, interests
include dining out, movies,
sports, seeks attractive ,
honest SWF for possible relationship. Please reply to
CBW.I33.
SWM, H
Nice looking ,
intelligent guy who is
passionate about all outdoor
sports, the arts and enjoying
life seeks an attractive
(inside and out), stable,
energetic, mature SlDWF
who wants 10 share the
mountains and coasl of
Maine and beyond. Please
reply to CBW 11134.
A GOOD MAN (or woman)
isn1 hard to find when you
use PERSON TO PERSON.
WHO PLACES Person to
Person ads in Casco Bay
Weekly? Ordinary people
like you, who've discovered
it's one of the most safe, fun,
easy ways for singles to
meet eachother.

$16 TAKES YOU a lot
further in Casco
Bay
ARE THERE ANY ofher Weekly's Person-to-Person
GWM out there who are car- section than it will in a bar.
ATTRACTIVE, energetic ing, intellectual, fairly attrac- ($16 = 1 3D-word message +
SWF, who enjoys dinner & tive + personal, wi good ba- CBW Box Service for 2
movies seeks attractive,
sic values, interests + re- weeks!) Compose your CBW
caring SWM, 20-25, for fun , spect, who : don't use drugs personal this week! After all,
romance andlor possible re- or get drunk, hate bars + whaf do you have to lose?
lationship. a sense of humor cruising ...between 18-30
could be your best asset. years old + are looking for a CBW PERSON TO PER·
Please respond to CBW good friend, like myself. If SON classifieds are a safe,
11140.
so, please write CBW '131 .
confidential way to get in
touch with the kind of person
SWM ,43 professional, ORIENTAL gentleman you want to meet. So be
attractive, intelligent, inter- would like to date single per- daring , be creative, be simesting , fun .. .Iooking for fe- son between the ages of 22 ple, be honest. Be whatever
You and 30 for lasting relation- you want, but be a Person to
male-equal, 25-40 .
must know a lot, and want to ship. Please write P.O. Box Person person and you won't
leam more. CBW 11141.
15421, Portland, ME 04101.
be alone.

.,

billboard
YOU

RUINED

0

ne

evening by being totally absurd. Do us both a favor and
stay home on the third.

SHORT BRUNETTE who
bleached my hair. Blondies,
girls galore, can't remember.
Should I dare?
BOB. Happy I 1/2 months.
It has been great.
P.S.
Bowling is the ultimatel
Love, M.H.

or rent • apart ents

Think of Casco Bay Waekly next time you have
something to sell. After all, our Classlfleds reach I
well over 16,000 readers every week. And like
you, they know a good deal when they see one.
To top It art, CBW Classlfleds are a great deal they're cheap I So whether you need to raise
casn or simply want to reduce the clutter In
your home or office, think of CBW first.

Please use the ad form on page 22. and
receive a fr_ waek.

OWN A VAN?
LIKE TO DRIVE?

SEI~,\rICE

CmlPQU tocS!:r. ]

ROOMMATE WANTED \ enclose this coupon to
Professional , non-smoker
wanted to share 2BR condo
near
Scarborough ' s
beaches. $350 includes everything.
Washer/dryer,
dishwasher, storage, front
DANCERCISE in South
yard, pretty views of
Portland. Mo Freeman of
marshes, plenty of parking.
Motion Studio in Rockport
Someone responsible with
teaches aerobic dance exeasygoing disposition preercise and toning M-W-F
ferred . Call 883-1086. No
7 :30-8:30 am. Located at
one home? Please leave
Rockwood Systems Center,
message.
2nd Street. Call 772-6421 .

HEAL TH
INFORMA·
tion staff needed at Portland
Public Library. Help library
patrons use new interactive
learning center. Part time.
Call Sarah MacColI, 7734761 x120.

LIJYiOl~JSINE

CAR STEREO,
EO's ,
amps, speakers, etc. Sony,
Pioneer, JVC, Clarion , etc.
Everything must go. Ridiculous prices. 865-0615, leave
a message .

PAY FOR TWO WEEKS· GET YOUR
THIRD WEEK FREE!

CHANGE THE WORLD
Does your conscience like
your job? We're looking for
dedicated, articulate people
interested in progressive
politics to join our staff. WE
TRAIN . $170-$230/week.
Call Maine People's Alliance
at 761 -4400 after 10:00 am .

Fully Equipped SUper Stretch Limo • Trained
Courteous Chauffeurs • Cellular Phones •
Bar • Slereo • Color TV • VCR •
Moon Roof • Air Conditioning • Tinted Windows
• Visa & Mastercard Accepted

----------------,
room-

CERAMICS South Portland. We will train a responsible worker in the production
and finishing of clay products . Commitment to quality
work is required. Pay is
commensutate with experience. Call Andersen Design ,
773-8415.

Scheduled Raises To
$7.60
EVENINGS
NIGHTS
$7.80

ome services
LAKESIDE CARPET
CLEANING
·Fall Carpet
Cleaning Special· - Clean
any 5 carpeted areas for only
$104.95 - and receive a free
18-20 Ib holiday turkey! Two
rooms: $49.95. One room :
$26.95. Call Don collect at
636-3110.

.'s

Starting Wage
EVENINGS
$6.40
NIGHTS
$6.60

402 MitehslJ Road, Cape Elizabeth, ME 04107

761-C156.

WANTED Mac 512KE or
Mac Plus - Computer cretin RESPONSIBLE roomneeds used word box, under mate, 30-35 wanted to share
expenses for two bedroom in
$1000. 761-4556.
Scarborough . WIW carpet, I
1/2 bath, sundeck, storage,
YOU NEED IT. A want-ad
parking. Please call 883in Casco Bay Weekly can
5870.
help you find it. 775-6601 .

am:;·:;:;am

"RETURN

• Full Range Bookkeeping Services
• Reconstruct Financial Record s
• Fixed Asset and Insurance Schedules

X·COUNTRY SKI equipment, used once. Skis 190,
boots 6 1/2. $75.00. Call

BASS PLAYER wanted.
Chart reading ability. Good
$, good times. All styles .
Call Michael, 775-0054.

Guns. Knives , Swords,
Military Items
Old Bullets - Anything
Made by Winchester or
Remington

Get Your Bookkeeping
Organized Now!

Jjrni,(·] ..tl~

MUSICIANS· Record
your demo at your practice
space on a Fostex 7-track
cassette. $100 for 8 hours.
call Matt at 773-6148.

" ,\Nl'lm

• •

Don't Wait
Until Year End -

CLEANING on the spot.
NEED 2ND OR 3RD car? Moving, pre or post. Holiday
cleaning too much for you?
Call Richard Nest, T. B. of
Two woman team will do the
ME. 773-2718. Stickered,
job in half the time .
warrantied, some financing ,
$1,500. to $2,500. '80's- References. Call 879-0813.
ASBESTOS REMOVAL
'84's. Call 773-2718, ask for
Locally based concern comRichard Nest.
bines safe, prompt service
Finish Carpenter/
with the lowest rates. Free
Designer
estimates in Portland area.
NEEDED
Wall Units. Built-In
Call 767-C873.
Slorage Cabinets.
Closets.
Dark
Rooms
Good, used Econoline
HOUSE
PAINTERS ,
• Living Spaces
capable of carrying lonGardeners, Window washSmall Area Specialist
and-half for newspaper
ers. Advertise your services
15 Years Experience
delivery. Under SOK
on our classified pages for
miles preferred. Must be
775-6301
only $7 a week. Call 775reliable. Call Gary at
Charles Melcher
6601 anytime.
775-6601.

gigs

l'UBilrn;.
_. __ .. -

I

:

BREEZY HILL STABLE
Horse boarding. 15 minutes
from Downtown, 5 minutes
from Highland Dressage
Center. Warm (insulated)
bam. Healed full bath and
lounge-office . HOI water
wash stall, lighted riding ring,
1/4 mile track. Daily individual turnout. Horses for sale.
Call after 7 pm, n5-2672.

Dix:;g_

\

BUSY COUNSELING
practice needs good hearted
person who can type for
flexible part-time position .
Call 772-5581 . Excellent
working cond~ions .

Barron Center

TOBASItS"

MUSICIANS Need a band
member? Need a band? Use
the GIGS classifieds in
CBW. We are ready to
become your new "band-aid.•

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

Phil

STANWOOD

wanted
wheels

(All Charges are Per Week)
Individual
Business

WINDHAM 3Bedroom unfumished house on 1 aCre on
Little Sebago Lake, WID
hookup, refrigerator, stove,
dishwasher, garage, deck,
fireplaces . 25 minutes to
Portland. 1111 -7/1 . $6501
month . 879-1886.

AFRICA· Seeking informaljon on travel and relief/volunteer work . Wild
places, organizations, contacls, transportation . Leav- AVOID ·Sunday Classified
ing soon. Call Dan, 829- Clutter". Call the CBW Clas3457 anytime or write P.O. sified Hotline: 775-0601 .
Box 6004, Falmouth, ME
04105.

notices
person to person
recreation
ride board
roommates
stuff for sale

If you derive
regular income
from Ihe subject(s)
of your Classified Ad(s),
please use the business rate.
And thank you for choosinQ
Casco Bay Weeklyl

e

.c.
U.

service. For more info.
call, or write to P.O.B.
251, Augusta, ME 04330.

CLASSIFIED INDEX

biz services
boats
body & soul
business opportunities
catering
child care
dating services
employment
entertainment for hire
flea markets
gigs
home services
learning
legal services
lost & found
musical instruments, etc

BUSINESS OWNERS: , CONFUSED? Your quesIncrease profits , pay less tion s on Portland's city govtaxes with our simplified ernment answered by Kathy
record-keeping system, tax Caron, author of ·Inside City
planning & guaranteed Hall·. Enclose SASE. Write:
accurate tax preparation . Ledgewood Consulting , Box
Call General Business I, Peaks Island, ME 04108.
Services, 846-1446. Small Umited Free Offer.
business specialists since
1962.

space in the Old Port! Old
Port Arms, 58 Exchange
Street.
2 office spaces
available: 1. 390 sq ft $30Q/mo net; 2. 960 sq ft $550/mo net. For more information call Debbie at
Spectrum, Inc, 797-0223.

erson to erson

em 10 ment

.
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ERROR RUNS down an
inclined path, while truth has
to climb its way up. Halijeulia.
JT· Why do I dream the
dreams I do? Maybe I secretly want you. SY.
BETH Are the probabilities
of seeing you better on the
south of Senegal or Swaziland? Bill.
QUEEN POOP: Please tell
me if it's over forever or if
there's still a chance.

SIS: 7 days without you
makes one weak. Miss you
tons. DOC.

TIM, Spotted you again at
Skate America, but I'm too
shy to say 'Hi'. -Waitress.

TOM·· We're glad you're
not Deanne and that you
don't Deanne thing. - Sandy
& Steve.

AMY! Come to Boston .
Hurry! I'm almost out of Pez!
-Nils.

ANG. Wonder if we'll serve
condiments when you're on
vacation? Have a good one,
Ann.
RENA, I miss your red lips.
I haven't been able to track
you down since USM classes
ended, and I never got your
number. Meet me at The
Bounty 10129 or respond 10
CBW 11143.
ALEX AND STACY: This
is Mi ke and Scott. We tried
to call but you haven't responded. We're bar-hopping , laughing , and having
intelligent conversations. In
fact, having the greatest
times since we won the
Megabucks and are now millionaires. You blew it!

WHAT DO YOU GET
when you cross an emotional
cripple with an amazing mentalist? Some talent! Happy
1/31 WOOF! Signed, Mr H.
HAPPY 1.TH
Deyar
Jamililll To Dir, I love you,
even with your distinctive
foot odor, bad poetry and
good intentions.

•

MYSTERY GIRL • Mystery Girl ...Show yourse~ so
I can put you on an LP
cover. Contact Demolition
Girl , CBW 11144.
RICH
Too bad your
Grandma was home .
It
would've been fun . Love,
Lisa.

Ken, Mark, Jodi, Rick & Ann
ope you had a
wonderful evening
despite everything.
Thanks,
A damsel in distress

-

With Raised Printing .
.From Printexl
Like the lyrics to a beautiful tune, the right
printer can make your message sing. With
Printex's capabilities in both raised and flat
printing, the possibilities are endless.

PRINTEX

Prlntex Systems

1207) 773-8001' 477 Congress Street
Portland, Maine 04101
In Saco Call
The Qulckprint Color Center
SYSTEMS

•

1207) 282-6480 ' 510 Main Street
Saco, Maine 04072

